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:
Gay Man Ousted By
Annapolis Academy
tees of President Carter.
By JamesPress
Rowley
The panel said the Navy‘s ban of
Associated
Writer
declared homosexuals was based on
prejudice and served no legitimate
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
For
a
_
fifthtimethisyear, acourthasordered purpose.
"It is fundamentally unjust to abort
a homosexual in the military restored a most
promising military career
toservice.Sixyearsaftermidshipman
solely because of a truthful confession
JosephSteffanwasforcedtoleavethe
of a sexual preference different from
U.S.
Naval
Academy,acourtordered
of the majority, a preference un—
him
graduated
and commissioned as that
tarnished by even a scintilla of mis—
a naval
officer.
conduct," the court held.
The decision Nov. 16

Events Commemorate

_

Court Tells NavyTo

suggested
that the final word on Gays and Les—
bians in the military may be spoken
by the courts — very likely the Su—
preme Court — and not by Congress
_ or President Clinton.

In recognition of World AIDS
Day, Dec. 1, Friends For Life will be
assembling a quilt panel for the AIDS
Memorial Quilt in memory of those
people who have died from AIDS in
the Memphis area
The 3° x 6° panel, the second col—
~ lective panel the agency has produced,
will be developed during the day by
sewing bits of memorabilia contrib—
uted by surviving friends, lovers, and
family members. It will then be dis—.
played publicly at the First Congre— —
gational Church, 246 South Watkins,
during their World AIDS Day
evening program To See the Stars In—
stead of the Night. The program will
begin at 7:30.
In additional to the Friends For

teer living with AIDS.
"This is a time to gather in a spirit
of compassion and hope to support
those who live with this disease and
.to prevent the spread of HIV. AIDS
affects all of us. On World AIDS Day,
we will join millions of people around
the world as we come together, united
by our love and concern,"said Rev.
Cornish.
3
World AIDS Day began on Dec.
—
1, 1988. It is organized by the World
Health Organization to encourage
governments, communities and indi—
viduals to talk about AIDS. The theme
Steffan, whose stellar performance
of World AIDS Day 1993 is "Time
—at the Naval Academy won him an
to Act."
appointment as a battalion com—
In conjunction with World AIDS
mander his senior year, was forced to
Day, the U.S. Postal service is issu—
resign in 1987 — six weeks before Life panel, severalother panels made _ ing.

10% of his class.
Steffan said he looked forward to
ra wroteforthethree—judgepanel servingthecountry as a naval ofﬁcer
_
of the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals and added: —
continud onpage 3
in Washington. All three were appoin—

j
e by
what they do and not
g Dy who thoy are," Chief Judge Abner

RulmgCould
Undermine Clinton Policy
ByJamesPressRowleyWriter
Associated
WASHINGTON(AP) —A court
decisionagainstthePentagon‘sbanon
in the"don‘tmilitary
could tell"undermine
thethatGaysnewPresident
ask,
don‘t
policy
Clinton
is
about
to
sign
intolaw,saylegalexpertsonbothsides
oftheissue.
Therecentdecisionbya

~If It Stands,

The experts noted that the Supreme
_ Court would be likely. to side with the
Clinton administration because it has a
long history ofrefusing to second—guess
military policy, even when individual
rights are at stake.
But Kathleen Sullivan, a Stanford

University law professor, wouldn‘t rule
out an ultimate Supreme Court victory
for homosexuals in uniform. "It is just
federal ap— not inconceivable that the Supreme
peals court panel that the U.S. Naval Court would uphold this ruling," she
Academy could not expela midshipman said.
Gay rights "is the major unre—
solely on the basis of his homosexual
status was "a pretty resounding loss for solved constitutional socialissue of
the government," said Mary Cheh, a our time," Sullivan said. "The con—
constitutional law scholar at George ventional wisdom is that the military
is the last place you‘d go and start a
Washington University.
Cheh and other legal experts say that civil rights revolution."
A defense authorization bill that
© if upheld on further appeal, the decision —
undermines the compromise that Presi— codifies the policy was passed by
dent Clinton struck with the Pentagon Congress and is expected to be signed
into law by Clinton.
and Congress on the sensitive issue.

Case Against
Gallo Qropped

World AIDS Day/Memphis

Clinton‘s Gay
Administrators

LITTLE ROCK (AP) — A group
hoping to increase activism among
homosexuals in Arkansas says it will
focus on getting the state‘s sodomy
law repealed.
The seven—year—old Arkansas Gay
and Lesbian Task Force also plans to
form chapters statewide in 1994, a
spokesman said.
_
Members of the task force held a
conference in Little Rock Nov. 6 and
7. More than 55 people attended the
meetings at the University of Arkan—
sas at Little Rock Law School, Jenni—
fer Chilcoat, the task force‘s new
president, said.
=
The organization has a goal of
forming chapters in Jonesboro, Fort
Smith, Eureka Springs and
Russellville.
§
_ The group set the goal because of
increased interestfrom people
throughout Arkansas who said they
wanted to become involved in Gay
and Lesbian issues, rding to Chilcoat.
"We‘rejust making efforts to reach
out to people in Arkansas — more so
than in the past," Chilcoat said.
The group heard a representative
of Nevadans for Constitutional Equal—
ity discuss how that state‘s sodomy
law was killed.
Chilcoat said the task force will
continuetrying to get rid of Arkan—
sas‘ law, which makes it a misde—
meanor for people of the same gender
to have sex.
—

played. A group pane] including Holly:
_ ‘TheStamp features the now fami— he tried unsuccessfully to get the mea—
Brown, Billie Jo Casino, Miss Ruby,
iar red ribbon loop against a white . sure repealed during legislation ses—
Eddwina Smith Sable Starr and Renée background.
sions in 1991 and 1993. _
Williams and a panel dedicatedto ac—
Versions to this emblem will fig—
The task force also held a seminar
tivist Lanny Phillips will also be dis— ure prominently in Wednesday‘s
on fund—raising, met with reporters
played. There will also be other commemoration.
and discussed "coming out" issues.
commemorative panels. Other com—
memorative panels may also be dis—
played. If anyone has Quilt anels Tricks Of Lobbying Not Lost
which can be part of this World AIDS
Day event please call 726—6773 for With New Head Of
information.
All the panels will be submitted for
inclusion in the massive NAMES
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt which
is based in San Francisco. The num—
ber of 3°x 6° quilt panelsincludedin
the entire Quilt now numbers nearly

By KimPress
I. MillsWriter
Associated
WASHINGTON (AP) — Peri
JudeRadecicisn‘tintimidatedbythe
heavyondoors,
marblehallwaysorfast
20,000.
pace
Capitol
Hill. They‘ve been
"To See theStars Insteadof the part ofherlife foryears.
Night" will feature the Memphis
As the new head of one of
Civic Orchestra and the First Congre— America‘s largest Gay rights group,
gational Handbell Choir and is being hermissionnowistodemystifyCon—
sponsored by First Congregational, gress for those less familiar with its
Friends For Life, Integrity Memphis ways in hopesof encouraging Gays
and the Memphis AIDS Council for to be theirown lobbyists.
Education (MACE).
"Ireallytrytowalkpeoplethrough
Freaturedspeakers include Leanne thosemomentswhenit‘sgoingtofeel
Kleinman (former editor ofMemphis mostintimidating,from hearingyour
magazine), Rev. Chery! Cornish (pas— heels click walking down the hall to
tor of First Congregational), and Tim havingtopushopenthosebig, heavy
Andrews, a Friends For Life volun— doors, to being totally lost in these
_ hugebuildings,"theveteran lobbyist
Update on
Kenneth |
CollinsCase

One in The
Spirit —
Seeking Faith
Support

NGLTF
said."Then makingyoufeellikeyou‘ve
got
two minutes
to talkcometotalk
to somebody
thatyou
didn‘teven
to."
Radecic
(pronounced
RAD—uh—
sic)
took over Nov. 1 GayandLes—
as executive
directoroftheNational
bian
TaskForce, one ofthenation‘s
largestGaylobbyingandeducational
organizations
withTorie
32,000members.
_
She
replaced
Osborn,
who
quit afternot less
thanbotha yearsaying
sheor—
could
handle
the
public
ganizingandday—to—daymanagement
oftheRadecichadbeenactingexecutive
group.
directorwhile
thegroupsearchedfor
aOsborn‘s
new leader
and was chosen
as —
replacementwith
littlefan—
fare.She assumes leadership during a
continuedonpage24
Plus
Local and National
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Reviews and More

a
Gun Control
which had to scrape to provide themwith a
brown bag lunch. We had bullies who ter—
rorizedotherkidsandextortedlunchmoney.
by John Stilwell
ManywasthetimeIwalkedhometryingto
avoid
who had threatened to beat
As Gays and Lesbians, we are familiar me up.someone
But
being
with stories of violence directed against being shot to death.beaten is a far cry from
membersofourcommunity. Although that My perception is that kids are comingto
violenceisnotacceptable, it is comprehen— schoolwithoutvalues,
orwithdistortedval—
sible.Thatviolencecomesfrompeoplewho ues,andnoconceptofrightorwrong.Fami—
are prejudiced againstus because they per— lieswhichcanare spoilingtheirchildrenby
ceive us as a threat to their way oflife. No
_ matter how irrational and unfounded that givingthemallthoseexpensiveclothes.This
creates the visible disparity between the
fear is, some people will react violently, haves
the have nots much greater. All
~striking out againstthe thing they fear. It‘s that notandwithstanding,
that should evoke
much likeprotecting your home againstin— envy or jealousy, but where
kids
trusion. But it is much more personal and get the notion that it‘s all rightdotothese
take
what
fraught with emotion. This violence, no someone else has? I know schools are sup—
~ matter how unwarranted, can at least be posedtotrainourchildren—teachthemto
explained.
things through and make informed
But the stories of the violence among think
decisions;
weighfactorsbefore makingde—
children in our schools are just mind—bog— — cisionsandsuch—butthatpresupposesthat
gling. Children have always beenhurtful ‘they have some basic concepts ofright and
towards one another. This was true even
good and evil. That doesnotappear
whenIwasinschool. Sometimesit‘soutof _towrong,
be
the
meanness, but more oftenit‘s because they Parentscase.
responsibility for this
haven‘t yet learned about thinking before failing. Theyabdicate
claim
it‘s
they speak. We had cliques (rather than or too much violence ontooTV.manyIt‘sTwinkies
gangs). We had kids from wealthy families fault. Iwatch alotofTV and I see atnottheir
least as
going to school with kids from families
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commentaries are those of the authors
many "family" programs where a value les— coupled with community service at the po—
son is learned in each episode as violent lice station or a hospital emergency room),
programs. Even the violent programs are and the weapons or ammunition should be
basically good versus evil with good win— seized and destroyed. I think it is fitting that
ning in the end.
the police should benefit from the sale of
Ifwe can‘t ensure that parents teach their — any weapons.
children right from wrong, at the very least
As I write, the National Rifle Associa—
we need to get the weapons out of the hands tion is lobbying for our Constitutional "right
of children.
_
to bear arms." The Brady Bill is being fili—
_ Increasingly we hear stories of children bustered in the Senate. Violent crimes in—
shooting children, family members shoot— volving firearms are on the rise. More and
ing one another, and armed robberies where more private citizens are armmg themselves
— tellers or cashiers are shot. Personally I have for protection because there are so many
no use for guns. I wouldn‘t have one. Even weapons on the streets of our cities.
if we assume there are people out there who
Our "right to bear arms" needs to be con—
get a charge out of tromping through the trolled by someone—my suggestion is the
woods, killing animals, and taking them . police. I think of people like Martin Luther _
home to eat... Even understanding that this King and John and Robert Kennedy who
hunting is necessary to keep wildlife under were killed. I thinkabout the good they
control... there have got to be stricter con— could have possibly done iftheir lives hadn‘t
trols over who gets weapons and what kind been cutshort. Who knows how many oth—
of weapon they can get.
ers fall into this category. I think if they were
Ithink thepeople who are at greatest risk polled, the majority ofpeople would be will—
for being shot ought to be the people con— ing to have this right controlled if it meant
trolling weapons—the police. I don‘t think fewer senseless killings.
you should be able to go to a gun shop or
There‘s a scare tactic bumpersticker that
pawn shop and purchase a weapon. They says, "When firearms are outlawed, only
ought to be bought directly from the police.
outlaws will have firearms." If all weapons
The police have the resources to do an in— had to be purchased and registered through
depth investigation of an individual before
the police departments and unregistered fire—
determining whether or not that individual
arms could be outlawed, coupled with man—
should be sold a weapon. People who pur— datory jail sentences for possession of un—
chase weapons should be fingerprinted and registered weapons, wouldn‘t that make the
should be made legally responsible for harm job of the police easier and safer? More
that comes from that weapon. They are le— important, wouldn‘t it make our streets and
gally responsible for that weapon until it is schools safer? To thatend, I would be moreprscerment=
returnedto the police. The police should — thanwilling tohavemy “nghtto’bear
arms‘
determine what weapons can be used for controlled. How about you?
hunting andall other weapons should be
After reading this, there are those of you
outlawed. And I don‘t see what the big de— asking "But what the hell has this got to do
bate is over the so—called "police killer" with Gay and Lesbian issues?"
hollow point bullets. What possible legiti—
Well, in the first place we are people first
mate reason can there be for having this kind and Gays or Lesbians second.
~of ammunition? These bullets, automatic
Secondly, as an increasingly vocal mi—
weapons, and any other weapons and am— nority against which more and more vio— .
munition the police determine should be lence is aimed, gun control becomes our
banned. Possessionof these items should issue, too.
be an automatic jail sentence (perhaps

Lady Rae to Lady A
My Dear Lady A:
F
I want to thank you again for remember—
ing me in your article last month, titled
"Thanks for the Memories".
This also gives me the opportunity to let
my friends and acquaintances know I have
enjoyed entertaining them for almost 25
years; also, to let them know I‘m still around.
Because of the death of my brother two
and a half years ago, then later, the break—
up of my 23 year relationship with my dar—
ling David—and then living on my own for
the first time in 23 years—I haven‘t been out
2

and about very much.
I want all of you to know that my physi—
cal health is great. I do suffer rom agora—
phobia and panic attacks, but am so much
better, due to the help of Margie, my coun—
selor, at the Anxiety and Agoraphobia Clinic
and, of course, my family with their strong
support. I hope to be back in circulation
soon. Overall I am happier than I have been
in years.
So, rememberthis, girls and boys, there‘s
lots of life left in the old girl yet!
To all of you— please have the happiest
of holidays and a prosperous New Year.
May God hold you in the palm of his hands
and keep you safe and well.
— All my love,
Danny Moon
(Lady Rae‘)
P.S. Happy (25th) Birthday, Vincent.
Danny Menard and David J.

Action Against AIDS Researcher
Dr. Robert Gallo Is Dropped

By Paul Recer
AP Science Writer —
WASHINGTON (AP) — The government.
was forced to drop charges of misconduct
against famed AIDS researcher Robert Gallo
because there was not enough evidence to prove
the case, a lawyer says.
Joseph Onek, an attorney representing Gallo,
said Nov. 12 that the Public Health Service‘s
Office of Research Integrity (OR!) knew it
would be unable to substantiate charges of mis—
conduct in a proceeding where witnesses and
evidence would be subject to close, public ex—
amination.
"The reason that they didn‘t pursue the case
is that the ORI knew that it couldn‘t prove its .
false charges before a fair and independent tri—
bunal," Onek said.
Gallo, in a statement released by Onek, said
he is "completely vindicated." The 56—year—old
scientist is the co—discoverer of the AIDS virus
and head of the laboratory of tumor cell biol—
ogy at the National Cancer Institute.
In announcing that the charges against Gallo
were being dropped, ORI chief Dr. Lyle W.
Bivens said the action was taken because "a new
definition of scientific misconduct" was being
used by a Health and Human Services depart—
mental review board that was to hear the case.
The review board recently ruled that the ORI
had failed to prove misconduct in a related case
against Dr. Mikulas Popovic, a senior scientist
in Gallo‘s lab.
f
Bivens said that based on the Popovic deci—
___sion, "Itis clear thatthepanel now applies dif—
‘thoseappliedby
the ORI _
standards
t
to review findings of scientific misconduct."
___. Recent decisions by the review panel, said
Bivens, "make it extraordinarily difficult for
ORI to defend its legal determination of scien—
tific misconduct regarding Dr. Gallo."
Onek called Bivens‘ statement "outrageous"
and hinted at future legal action for his client.
"He never got his day in court," said the law—
yer. "But that may happen yet."
Onek said Gallo was not available for com—
ment, but in a statement welcoming the action
the scientist said, "I will now be able to redouble
my efforts in the fight against AIDS and

cancer."
~ Both Popovic and Gallo were found guilty
of misconduct by an ORI decision returned last
December. Both appealed.
S
Gallo had been found guilty of failing to giv
proper credit to other researchers, for making a
misstatement in a science publication regard—
ing culturing of an AIDS virus, and for restrict—
ing distribution of a cell culture.
Onek said that the misstatement involved a
single sentence that could be interpreted in dif—
ferent ways. He said he had strong evidence to
contradict the other allegations.
Some in the scientific community said the
MEMPHIS
murky conclusion of the longinvestigation
leaves a cloud over Gallo‘s reputation.
Nobel prize winner Howard Temin of the
University of Wisconsin said the whole inves—
tigation ofGallo was "a witchhunt" that uncov—
ered only trivial charges.
None of the charges, said Temin, had any—
thing to do with the basic validity of the scien—
tific findings of the Gallo laboratory.
The controversy began in 1984 after Gallo
and his colleagues published a series of articles
that identified and proved that a specific virus
[263 Madison Ave ® 725—19209
was the cause of AIDS.
French researchers shortly afterward claimed
Ed oars a Lay
that the virus Gallo identified had actually been
isolated earlier at the Pasteur Institute and that
the Americans were falsely claiming credit for
the discovery.
After negotiations, the issue was settled in
1987 with both the French and Americans agree—
ing to recognize Gallo and Pasteur researcher
said the case could have "some implications"
Steffan
__ for Clinton‘s policy, although shenoted that the
Dr.Lue Montagnier asco—discovere
AIDS virus.They alsoagreed to shar yalties continuedfrom page1—_
epartment and the White House (law—
from the patent of an AIDS blood test devel—
"The opinion underlies a very important re— — yers) are reviewing it now."
oped in Gallo‘s lab. _
The decision was the fifth court ruling this
The controversy was revived in 1989 after ality ... that no court decision, no actionby Con—
new charges were leveled against Gallo and gress or the president or anyone, is going to year favoring the rights ofhomosexuals to serve
Popovic. The ORI and its predecessor agencies change the fundamental reality that Gay people openly in the military.
"What you see in the last year is a real con—
at the NIH investigated, and the result was the have always served in the military, and we al—
centrated set of cases where courts have said
December ruling that both Gallo and Popovic — ways will serve in the military."
Steffan was among 10 outstanding students it‘s likely that this policy is unconstitutional,"
were guilty of misconduct in the 1984 AIDS
who had been chosen to be battalion command— said William Rubenstein, director of the
‘research publications.
Additionally, the Pasteur Institute has hired ers. He had sung the national anthem as a solo— ACLU‘s Lesbian and Gay Rights Project.
a New York law firm to attempt to revise the ist at two Army—Navy football games and had
In separate cases, four U.S. district judges
1987 agreement. That renewed issue is still un— been cited for "constant dedication to superior have enjoined the military from discharging Gay
performance."
:
servicemen on the basis of their homosexual—
settled.

But the day after he said he was Gay, acad— ity. Three of these judges were appointed by
emy officials lowered his military performance — Carter and the fourth by President Reagan.
Case Against Nebraska Gay |
grade froman A—minus to an F, according to
In two California cases, thejudges have de—
~ his lawyer, Mare Wolinsky.
clared the Pentagon‘s policy unconstitutional.
Steffan, 29, is now a third—year law student Two federal judges in Washington issued pre—
Guardsman Is Closed
at the University of Connecticut.
liminary injunctions barring the discharge of a
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) —The Nebraska Army that when members disclose their homosexual—
The decision did not deal with Clinton‘s new Navy petty officer and a Marine while their law—
National Guard sergeant who publicly declared ity the information will not be used to deny en— "don‘t ask, don‘t tell" policy on homosexuals suitschallenging the policy were heard.
his homosexuality at a Gay pride rally in Wash— listment or re—enlistment or take other adverse in the military. But under the president‘s com—
The most celebrated case involves Navy
ington, D.C., in April is no longer facing a forced action, Johnson told theWorld—Herald .
promise policy, Steffan could have been dis— Petty Officer Keith Meinhold, who was dis—
discharge, a Guard spokesman said.
"The distinction between homosexual ori— charged for having told a friend he was Gay.
charged last year after saying he was Gay. A
"The case of Sgt. Jeff Gorder is effectively entation and homosexual acts is quite clear,"
Clinton ran for office pledging to lift the 50— federal judge in Los Angeles declared the Gay
closed," Lt. Col. Joe Johnson told the Omaha Johnson said. "While we may take action in the year—old ban against homosexuals in the mili— ban unconstitutional and ordered Meinholdre—
World—Herald in a story published in Nov. 16 case of homosexual acts, we take no action on tary. But when he took office he ran into stiff instated.
:
editions.
:
the basis of disclosure of orientation."
resistance from the military and its supporters
Beatrice
Dohrn,
legal
directorofthe
Lambda
The planned proceedings against Gorder, of
The previous policy prohibited homosexu— in Congress, who argued that homosexuality is Legal Defense and Education Fund, said the
Lincoln, were dropped after National Guard of— als from serving in the military and allowed incompatible with military service, especially latest ruling "establishes the proposition that
ficials in Lincoln received a clarification and themto be discharged because of their sexual in war. They said it could destroy unit cohe— other people‘s prejudice against us should not
an update from the courts and the U.S. Depart— orientation.
sion.
f
be the basis ... for government policy."
ment of Defense about the military‘s policy on
The review board scheduled to considet
The result was Clinton‘s policy under which
The appeals court said that the Navy could
homosexuals, Johnson said.
>
— Gorder‘s case in November never was con— homosexuals would have to keep secret their notjustify its policy on the grounds that declared
Gorder, a part—time clerk in the 105th Army vened after the policy changes were an— orientation ifthey did not want to risk discharge, homosexuals hurt military morale. —
Guard Personnel Services Company in Lincoln, nounced, Johnson said.
but the military would not initiate investigations
"The government cannot discriminate
has served since 1984. He had been informed
"Further, no action is contemplated since on the subject.
:
against
a certain class in order to give effect to
by Guard officials a week after returning from Gorder has simply disclosed orientation,"
Pentagon spokeswoman Kathleen deL—aski the prejudice of others," Mikva wrote. "Such
the Washington rally that they were beginning Johnson said. "This would change if new pro— said the Defense Department "will follow the
discrimination plays directly into the hands of
discharge proceedings against him.
cedures are directed, for example, by the Con— order." She said officials have not yet decided the bigots; it ratifies and encourages their preju—
The new policy — informally known as gress or the courts." _
.
whether to appeal.
dice."
%
"don‘t ask, don‘t tell; don‘t pursue" — states
._ White House spokeswoman DecDeeMyers ©

violates homosexuals‘ rights.
Amendment 2, which was ap—
proved by the state‘s voters in No—
vember 1992, would bar any law or
Enforce Anti—Gay Law
ordinance aimed at protecting Gays
held a Denver judge‘s injunction and Lesbians from discrimination.
By Laurie Asseo
blocking Amendment 2 from taking
Associated Press Writer
It would have cancelled ordi—
effect until a court challenge is settled nances in Denver, Boulder and As—
WASHINGTON (AP) — Colo— and rejected the state of Colorado‘s pen that outlaw discrimination against
rado cannot enforce its anti—Gay— appeal of the injunction.
homosexuals in employment, hous—
The Supreme Court rejected the ing and public accommodations.
rights amendment as state courts
decide whether it is legal, the U.S. state‘s argument that Colorado court
Those cities and a group of people
rulings set a too—high legal standard sued in state court, contending the
Supreme Court ruled on Nov. 1.
Without comment, the court up— for judging whether the amendment .— amendment violates homosexuals‘
constitutional rights of equal protec—
tion and free speech and the right to
petition the government.
: Eight states and 75 cities and coun— —
< ties provide some sort of civil rights
protection for homosexuals, accord— _
ing to the National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force. But in some communi—
ties, opponents ofsuch measures have
mobilized to repeal them. .
Idaho has no laws providing any
preferential
treatment for homosexu—
(901)272—2853
552 .$. Cooper
als, but the Idaho Citizens Alliance is
circulating an anti—Gay initiative it
~POINSETTIAS, =|
says would prohibit such laws in the
CHRISTMAS CACTI — _ future. Critics, including nearly all
ranking state officials, maintain the
proposition could deny some basic
rights to homosexuals. And the attor—
ney general has raised a number ques—
tions about the initiative‘s legality.
In January, Denver District Judge
H. Jeffrey Bayless barred enforce—
ment of the Colorado amendment _
Court Refuses To Let Colorado

Norton said.
until the case is decided.
He said the amendment likely is
The state must show the amend—
unconstitutional because it affects ment isjustified by a compelling gov—
homosexuals‘ fundamental right "not ernment interest, Bayless said. He
to have the state endorse and give ef— rejected a more lenient standard that
fect to private biases."
would require the state to show
"Obviously, we‘re disappointed," merely that the amendment is ratio—
deputy Colorado attorney general nal.
The Colorado Supreme Court up—
Paul Farley said of the high court‘s
decision. "We thought we had a pretty held Bayless‘ ruling, saying the
amendment "expressly fences out an
goodshot.
"The odds are rather long. The independently identifiable group"
(Supreme) Court gets 5,000 to 6,000 from equal participation in the politi—
requests for review a year and takes cal process.
"They, and they alone, must
about 100. This does not speak in any
way [about] how they will rule on the amend the state constitution in order
to seek legislation which is beneficial
merits of the case."
Patrick Steadman, attorney for to them," the state Supreme Court
Colorado Legal Initiatives which is said. Thus, the case must be decided
one of the groups seeking to have the under a standard of strict legal scru—
amendment ruled unconstitutional, tiny, the state court said.
In the appeal acted on Nov. 1, law—
called the Supreme Court‘s ruling "re
yers for the state said the legal stan—
ally sort of a non—event."
"There is no significance to the dard set by the state courts applies to
denial," Steadman said. "Our position challenges brought by certain groups,
is that the Supreme Court lacked ju— such as racial minorities, but not to
risdiction at this point. The case re— homosexuals.
ally was not npe for Supreme Court
Amendment 2 does not infringe on
fundamental rights such as the right
review."
Colorado Attorney General Gale to vote, the state lawyers said. "All
Norton said anydecision by Bayless: : (it) does is limit state and local gov—
is likely to be appealed to the Colo— | ernments‘ ability to act with respect
rado Supreme Court and then to the to a certain issue," they added.
The amendment‘s opponents
U.S. Supreme Court.
"The fact that they didn‘t review a urged the Supreme Court to reject the
preliminary injunction just doesn‘t appeal because state courts have not
give any clue how they will treat a yet issued a final rulingin the case.
final ruling on the whole case,"
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Gay workers and their partners.

tic partners ofGay city employees will
receive full health benefits under a
\ new agreement announced Oct. 30 by
Mayor David Dinkins.
The deal was worked out with the
Municipal Labor Council and with the
Gay Teachers Association, which had
sued the city in 1988 over health ben—
efits. The group charged the city with
discrimination because heterosexual
spouses automatically received ben—
efits.
The suit was resolved as part of
the deal, said Dinkins.

stone that we have worked long and
hard together to achieve," Dinkins:
told a Gracie Mansion news confer—
ence..
In January, the city had imple—
mented a Domestic Partnership Reg—
istration plan that allowed Gay city
employees to officially declare their
relationship.
Registering provided visitation _
rights at city hospitals and jails, suc—
cession rights to city housing, and
bereavement and child—care leave for

Call for FREE Brochures of RSVP
Cruises and RSVP SeaSpirit Vacations

Call Sherman C. Perkins at 525—5302
Great
American

Crunses Inc.
52 N. Second Street « Downtown
«A4

Memphts

The $25 million to $40 million
needed to fund the plan will come
from existing city funds. Partners will
have to meet certain standards — like
a joint bank account — to prevent
abuse of the benefits.
Evan Wolfson, the senior attorney
for the Lambda Legal Defense and
Education Fund, called the agreement
an historic victory. Attorneys for
Lambda, a national Gay rights orga—
nization, represented the teachers.
"It means a powerful recognition
of Lesbian and Gay families and a
beginning toward equal treatment of
those families," Wolfson said.
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Councilman Won‘t

Revive

|

Alternative Lifestyles Measure
MACON, Ga. (AP) — The city
councilman who drafted a resolution
condemning homosexuality and other
"alternative lifestyles" said he will not
try to revive the measure, which was
tabled by a council committee.
The resolution, introduced by
Councilman W.M. Dickey, was set
aside Nov. 15 on a 5—3 committee
vote.
"There is too much hate in the
world now, and I don‘t think we
should do anything to breed more hate
and contempt," said Councilman
Theron Ussery, who voted in favor
of tabling the measure.
"This resolution serves no pur—
pose," he said. "No one on this coun—
cil and very, very few in the
community have led such an exem—
plary life that they can cast stones at
others."
The committee‘s action prevented
any council member from putting the
matter on the agenda for the council
meeting. But if the committee does
not take further action within 30 days,
‘a member could ask the full council
to consider it.
Dickey said he does not plan to do
.so, however.
"I‘m disappointed, but not really
surprised," he said. "I still believe in
the points I‘ve made. ... I‘m not try—
ing to tell anyone how to live or what
lifestylé toadopt." _
pale Aer
resolution supported
"Hikeo s fe
"traditional lifestyles" and said the
councilwould not support "alterna—
tive lifestyles" because they are "in—
compatible with the standards to

which this community subscribes."
The resolution also requested no
funding for "those activities which
seek to contravene these existing com—
munity standards."
Although Dickey never defined
"alternative lifestyles" in the resolu—
tion, he said Monday that such
lifestyles included homosexuality,
people living together out of wedlock
and adultery.
About three months ago, the Cobb
County Commission approved a simi—
lar resolution condemning homosexu—
ality. The commission also voted to
cut all county funding to the arts.
About 40 people packed a small
conference room and spilled out into
the hallway to listen to debate on the
Macon resolution.
f
Dr. Harold Katner, who treats
AIDS patients, said the disease is be—
ing spread to women by bisexual
males. "If you push more people back
into the closet, more women are go—
ing to catch this horrible disease," he
said.
Andrea Stolz said she and her fam— —
ily — her female partnerand 17—year—
old son — would move out of Macon
if the resolution were approved.
The Rev. Charlie Chase of
Vineville Presbyterian Church urged
the committee to pass the resolution.

Stdy nds
Different Brain
Waves In Gay Men
DENVER (AP)—In a study that
may explain the popularity of disco
among Gay men, scientists have
found that brains of Gay men are
stimulated by sound differently than
those of heterosexual men. The dif—
ferences may indicate a genetic and
biological difference, a psychiatrist
said Nov. 11. :
Dr. Martin Reite, professor ofpsy—
chiatry at the University of Colorado
Health Sciences Center, said the find—
ings are based upon a study of 17 adult
males.
An earlier study by a group of
National Cancer Institute researchers
announced on July 16 found evidence
supporting the theory that the ten—
dency to be Gay may be inherited.
Dean Hamer, principal author of
the earlier study, said his research
does not prove that sexual orientation
is compelled genetically, but it does
indicate that sexual orientation is
powerfully influenced by inherited
genes.
Reite reported hisfindings to an
annual meeting of the Society for
Neurosciences in Washington, D.C.
The 17 men were divided into
groups ofnine heterosexuals and eight
homosexuals.

Vows More Disruptions
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. education, community outreach and
(AP) — A founder of a Gay activists coalition with other minority commu—
group that interrupted a Sunday morn— nities. "We decided that a militant
ing church service by throwing stance is not one we want to take."
Peter Joseph, who chairs Ground
condoms into the congregation says
Zero‘s information committee, be—
there will be more such disruptions.
But other Gay leaders say such lieves disruption merely plays into the
very stereotypes Gay groups hope to
activities are counter—productive.
Chris Baka, who helped found dispel. "I think the chance of turning
"Savage Homos Into Truth," said the people off is greater than the chance
group was envisioned as an organi— of converting them to your cause, es—
zation that would dramatically draw pecially when you do something like
disrupt a church service," he said.
attention to Gay rights issues.
Mike Shaver, a spokesman for
So, as a debut, the month—old, 12—
man groupjoined forces with the Les— Citizen‘s Project and a board mem—
bian Avengers, another small group ber of the Pikes Peak Gay & Lesbian
of Gay activists and interrupted the Community Center, said the demon—
service at Village Seven Presbyterian stration shows how embattled some
Church. The church says homosexu— members of the local Gay community
feel.
f
~ ality is morally wrong.
As far as the Savage Homos go,
Baka views the group‘s debut ef—
the debate will have little effect on its
fort as a success.
But the three—minute disruption mission of confrontational change,
has set off a debate among those con— Baka said. Many of its members have
cerned about Gay rights issues cen— already tried the conservative ap—
tering on whether militant tactics help proach, but Baka said it did not pro—
vide the kind of outlet for activism
or hurt the Gay cause.
*
"People are certainly buzzing they desired.
"The Gay community here is, for
about this," said Franklin Whitworth,
a spokesman for the Gay—rights group —the most part, conservative," Baka
said. "But there have to be those of us
. Ground Zero.
He said Ground Zero will continue who push the envelope."
promoting Gay rights through public
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Johnny Fambro, executive direc—
tor of the Central City AIDS Network, ~
said he was disappointed by the vote. «phone. —
"It was a coward‘s way out, or a
political out, maybe," he said.
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FBI‘s Policy On Gay Agent
Trial Postponed Again
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
U.S. District judge has postponed a
trial over the FBI‘s policies on Gay
agents and applicants at the
government‘s request.
The trial was to start Nov. 15. But
U.S. District Judge Saundra Brown
Armstrong plans to start the long—de—
layed trial sometime between Nov.

29 and Jan. 3, lawyers for fired FBI
agent Frank Buttino said.
Buttino originally filed suit to pro—
test his firing from the FBI‘s San Di—
ego bureau in 1990 after 20 years of
service. He said he was fired because
he disclosed his homosexuality dur—
ing an investigation that was
prompted by an anonymous letter; the

FBI said Buttino was dismissed be—
cause he liedduring the investigation.
Armstrong has since broadened
the suit into a constitutional challenge
of the FBI‘s policies on behalf of all
Gay and Lesbian employees and job
applicants. That means thejudge must
decide whether the policies are con—
stitutional even if she concludes
Buttino was not a victim of discrimi—
nation, said the former agent‘s law—
yers, Richard Gayer and Michael
Fitzgerald.

In court papers, the FBI says ho—
mosexual conduct does not automati—
cally disqualify an agent or job
applicant, but "makes it significantly
more difficult to be hired."
The Clinton administration, which
inherited the case from the Bush ad—
ministration, has maintained the same
defenses ofthe FBI‘s policy: national
security, because Gays are allegedly
targeted by foreign intelligence agen—
cies for blackmail, and the existence
of laws against sodomy in many
states.
Buttino‘s suit contends both of

those reasons are pretexts for discrimi—
— nation based entirely on prejudice.
Justice Department lawyers sought ©
the postponement Nov. 10, telling
Armstrong they weren‘t sure their
witnesses would be available,
Buttino‘s lawyers said.
They also quoted the government
lawyers as saying they had recently
discussed the casewith Attorney Gen—
eral Janet Reno‘s top two aides,
Phillip Heymann and Webster
Hubbell, and were adamant about re—
fusing to reinstate Buttino.
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Marijuana To Ease Symptoms
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A person tion, Skipper was elated with the ver—
s
with AIDS was found innocent of dict.
"They‘re outstanding citizens,"
drug charges when a Superior Court
jury determined that he cultivated Skipper said ofthejurors. "They rep—
marijuana for medicinal purposes. resent the conscience of the people."
Deputy District Attorney David
With the ruling, Samuel Skipper,
39, of La Mesa, was told by the jury Williams was disappointed with the
that he can grow the drug at his home jury‘s decision. Deliberations lasted
to combat AIDS—related symptoms. less than three hours.
"I would like to have had it go the
The case is thought to be the first
in California where a defendant other way," Williams said.
The prosecutor had contended
claimed to use marijuana to ease
symptoms of AIDS. Defendants in throughout the week—long trial that
other trials have said they used mari— Skipper did not try legal means to treat
juana to treat medical problems such his AIDS symptoms before turning to
marijuana.
as glaucoma or cancer.
"There were certainly conven—
Skipper admitted in court that he
was guilty of growing the more than tional treatments available that effec—
70 pot plants seized at his La Mesa tively dealt with the problems that his
doctors knew of, and for every symp—
home earlier this year.
Skippersaid he eats the buds from tom that he described," Williams said.
the green, leafy planttohelphimlive. — — But thejuryapparently—believed
He brought four peanut butter balls the defense.
"We felt the fact that he was HIV—
laced with marijuana to court earlier
this week to try to have them intro— positive ... was enough to warrant the
duced as evidence at trial. But they defense of(medical) necessity," said —
were confiscated by a bailiff and not jury foreman Robert Lenzi, 39, of La
Jolla.
shown to the jury.
Lenzi said the jury‘s job was not
An investigation is under way by
the District Attorney‘s office to de— to send a message to other AIDS pa—
termine whether Skipper should be tients, but to decide Skinner‘s case.
charged criminally with possession However, he acknowledged that the
because of that incident.
¢ trial could lead to other such cases.
"If it‘s found that cannabis can be
Skipper said he brought the pea—
nut butter balls into the courthouse at used for people with HIV ... more
the request of his defense attorney work (should be) done to experiment
with it and find out," Lenzi said.
Juliana Humphrey.
But despite the ongoing investiga—
Gay Bashing Marine
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Drops Appeal
JACKSONVILLE, N.C. (AP) —
._ One of three Camp Lejeune Marines
involved in a brawl outside a Gay bar
in Wilmington has dropped his appeal
of an Onslow County assault convic—
tion and has left the Marine Corps.
Lance Cpl. Walter G. Watkins III,
26, was scheduled to go on trial in
mid—November in Onslow County
Superior Court along with Lance Cpl.
Patric G. Cardone. The two Marines
were appealing their June conviction
of assault on a female in connection
with a Jan. 28 brawl at Shooters, a
topless bar in Jacksonville.
The brawl took place a day before
the two participated in a fight that
drew national publicity. Cardone,
Watkins and Lance Cpl. Colin C.
Hunt were charged with assaulting

four patrons at Mickey Ratz, a
Wilmington Gay bar. The incident
was initially characterized as a Gay—
bashing, although testimony at the
trial in April indicated it more closely
resembled a bar brawl.
One of the patrons, Crae Pridgen,
suffered cuts and bruises in the fight
and was taken to the emergency room _
at New Hanover Regional Medical
Center.
The three Marines were acquitted
in the Mickey Ratz assault case. How—
ever, Cardone and Watkins were
found guilty in June of assaulting a
bartender at Shooters.
Both men and Hunt face a lawsuit
filed on behalfofPridgen by the South—
em Poverty Law Center, a civil rights
organization in Montgomery, Ala.

Counselors: Some Partners Of Those
Infected Try To Contract Deadly Virus
SEATTLE (AP) — It is tragic by
any standard, but counselors say some
men and women have taken to infect— —
ing themselves with the AIDS virus
rather than continue living after
watching a loved one die from the
disease.
For some, the desire to die grows
out of a profound sense of isolation.
AIDS affects Gay men dispropor—
tionately, which has special conse—
quences for those who have avoided
the disease.
>
Some Gay men report seeing 50
or 100 of their friends die in the 12
years since the epidemic started. One
friend dies and the grief process is
never complete before another dies.
"What an incredible risk to take
on new friends, knowing you might
lose them," said Mark Alstead, a
counselor at King County‘s AIDS
Prevention Project.
3
AIDS workers say they don‘t
know exactly how many partners of
patients with AIDS actually try to in—
fect themselves through unsafe sex or
sharing needles. But Carol Dunphy,
clinic supervisor at the project, said
counselors hear of at least one or two
such death wishes among the 400 cli—
ents they see each month. An equal
number talk about it on the project‘s
AIDS Hotline.

The incidence of people trying to

"She‘s been through child abuse,

infect themselves appears to be about

drug addiction and finally got her life

the same in homosexual and hetero—

together only to learn her husband is

sexual couples, counselors said.

infected ... To her, it‘s the cruelest

For some, not carrying the AIDS
virus may foster a sense of survivor

trick the universe could play on her,"
said Alstead.
Counselors say other clients ada—

guilt, they said.
"They want to be part of the group,

mantly refuse even to consider sur—

so they let it be thought they are HIV—

viving on their own and get angry at

positive," even if they are not, Alstead

the counselors‘ suggestion of practic—

said. Meanwhile, they take steps to

ing safe sex with their infected part—

try to become infected.

ners.

Dunphy said society‘s prejudice

Such clients have underlying prob—

toward those who are infected, or at

lems of self—esteem, the counselors

risk of infection, contributes greatly

say, and they try to refer clients with

to problems ofself—esteem and isolation.

this problem to therapists.

"We would like people to know

Having partners who try to catch the

these are real people with difficult

virus is hard on those already infected.

problems and they don‘t have all the

Counselors say the infected part—

answers," she said. "To understand

ners feel helpless. They don‘t know

that, that‘s how you help people.

what to do with the anger of the

"People need to realize that you
can ... come out of depression."
For other people, the desire to die

uninfected partner when they insist on
safe sex. Counselors say that‘s when
it‘s helpful to come to the clinic.

comes out of a profound sense of loss.

"Sometimes the partners who are

"They think, ‘If this person dies, I

negative (not infected) have a hard

would die emotionally. Why not get

time believing (those who have the

infected?‘ " said Mark Fleming, who

disease) ... don‘t want them to be in—

counsels clients at the project.

fected," Fleming said.

One client whose husband is dy—

"Sometimes I just tell them, ‘If I

ing of the disease is so distraught that

were your friend, I would be so an—

she wants to be infected so she can

gry with you. I care about you and

die with him, but she also wants a

you don‘t care about yourself.""

baby by him.
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Born temporarily homeless, in
thing that keeps us from that is con—
abject poverty, totally lacking so—
trary to the true spirit and meaning
of the season. Realizing that Jesus cial influence or respect, Jesus grew
Gays, Lesbians and
was sent into an imperfect world to to adulthood living a simple life,
try to make it a better place by preaching acceptance and love. To—
Christmas
wards the end of His too—short life,
showing others how to live a better
_ life, gives us the behavioral model He was found among the wealthy
as well as the poor. He observed all
ention the Christ— to ignite the same old arguments at we need to emulate when we finally
the social protocols as He dined
mas season to the traditional family dinner or ask that dreaded question, "What
amongst
the well—to—do; yet He
most Gays and gathering. Dutifully we watch are we going to do about Christ—
went out and demonstrated the love
Lesbians
and Frank Capra‘s It‘s a Wonderful Life mas?"
— He preached by touching the un—
Restating the question as "What
many images, feelings and emo— secretly saying to Jimmy Stewart
touchable and befriending all He
tions come to mind. However, sugar (or Margo Thomas), "I know how can I/we do to make this Christmas
met, regardless of their social sta—
plums and roasted chestnuts prob— you feel!" As the prayers waft heav— a better time, a happier time, for
tus,
beliefs or lifestyles. No one was
ably don‘t exactly top the list of enward we add a secret one of our those I love?"makes the answer a
excluded from the loving arms of
own,
"Please
make
it
different
this
little
more
discernible.
How
can
I
most of the people I know. In all
Jesus.
likelihood, angst, anger, guilt, and year, God! Let there not be a fight. truly honor and celebrate the birth
How can I live a life that emu—
loneliness lurk just below the sur— Let them see how much we love of the man whose life I should emu—
late and whose death and resurrec— lates Jesus? Wouldn‘t that be the
face in many lovers‘ abodes like each other."
I believe God wants all of us to tion made possible the chance of best thing I could do at Christmas?
ticking time—bombs. They wait pa—
If going to a Christmas dinner at
tiently for just the right comment join in the celebration of the com— one day seeing my—God face to
the
folks (or the in—laws) divides
from an over—imbibed father, | ing of Jesus, Son of God, Prince of face? The answer lies in the way
rather
than unites, I don‘t think I —
Peace,
Savior
of
the
World.
Any—
Jesus led His life.
mother, aunt, uncle, sister or brother

The Burning Bush
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should go. Maybe the day after or
before, or maybe they could come
celebrate with me (or us). Or maybe
it‘s time to create our own family
tradition — perhaps with an extra
few moments of thanksgiving
prayer for the grace—filled gift of
love. Or if left alone, instead of
brooding I could volunteer to cook
or serve and share Christmas din—
ner with those less fortunate. Take
a close look into the eyes of a home—
less woman or man and ask what
Jesus would do or say to this child
of God. Then follow your heart.
At our Baptism as Christians we
were filled with the grace of the
Holy Spirit. In order to receive
more, we have to give away what
we have. As we give of ourselves,
we honor Jesus who gave His all for
us. Can you think of a better way to
honor someone‘s birth?
In conclusion, keep centered on
what is good and holy and life—af—
firming. When the kinetic frenzy of
the holidays starts to get to you,
pause a moment and thank God for
the wonderful example of love we
are given in the life of Jesus. If you
have to refuse an invitation, be hon—
est about why, but be sure and let
the other person know you love
them and hope that they can cel—
ebrate the true meaning of Christ—
mas this year.
Until next year, may the Peace
and Joy of Christmas fill your
hearts, hearths, and souls and those
of all your friends.
—Gary Salles
£0
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A Day With BWMT Slated for Dec. 11
Black and White Men Together—Mem—
phis, Inc will sponsor A DAY WITH
BWMT at the Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center on Saturday, December
11. This event will begin with breakfast at
9:00 am featuring a guest speaker.
A three hour film festival will start at
10:30 am. Approximately six videos with
gay themes will be shown in two separate
rooms. Features like Paris is Burning and
Tongues Untied will be screened and dis—
cussed.
:
Dinner will be available from 1:30 pm
until 6:15 pm. The organization‘s famed
Hot, Homy, & Healthy Playshop will be
presented from 1:30 pm until 3:30 pm. This
playshop is specifically intended for sexu—
ally active gay and bi—sexual men although

all are welcome. The HHH facilitators are
knowledgeable about HIV transmission
and are equipped to handle most people‘s
common questions about safer sex. We
discuss our sexual practices openly and
frankly in everyday language, but do not
engage in any sex; nor are there any ac—
tivities in HHH that involve erotic touch.
At 3:30 pm four tables of sixteen card
players each game will vie for two fifty
dollar prizes for the winning partners of _
Bid Whist and Spades. Contestants will
play two out of three hands with the win—
ning pair receiving a ticket, and the losers
changing tables. The two pairs with the
most tickets after two hours of play are
the winners.
f
Film encores, networking with old

friends and new faces, and dinner will oc—
cupy the time of those not participating in
the tournament. The day will conclude with
a reception at 6:00 pm. Prizes will be awarded
and live entertainment will be enjoyed.
Donations of five dollars are requested for.
a half day or ten dollars for all day; or ten
dollars for the tournament entry and half day;
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Pride Committee Notes
The November meeting of the Gay and tanooga will meet in Nashville to plan the
Lesbian Pride Committee was a success calendar of monthly events for the state.
with all in favor of changing the parade route In recent years extensive coordination
for 1994. Although longer than the ‘93 route, among the cities‘ schedules has been at—
the new route will cover more of our com— tempted.
Also scheduled for the meeting will be
munity. The group settled on events for June
a
discussion
of the Stonewall 25 anniver—
11, 12 and 18, but needs ideas and help for
sary in New York and Tennessee‘s in—
the rest of the week.
The annual Gay Pride River Ride will volvement in it.
There will be no December meeting of f
take place on June 11, the Memphis march
is scheduled for the 12th and there will be a the Pride Committee in Memphis, but rep—
state—wide march and rally in Nashville on resentatives will be meeting with other —
Pride group representatives in Nashville.
June 18.
The next meeting will be held on Sat—
On Dec. 3 and 4, the pride committes of
Nashville, Memphis, Knoxville, and Chat— —urday, Jan. 8, at 2:00 pm at the MGLCC.

or fifteen dollars for the tournament entry
and all day. BWMT is one of Memphis‘
older non—profit Gay organizations.
Call us at 948—2387 or 757—5750 and let
us know you will spend some time with us
December 11, or mail in the registration
form found elsewhere in this paper.
— Submitted By BWMT

MORE ACNON AT:

_
— tty 1—900—745—006
ass»
1+80060—745—GUY¥S
$2—3.S0/MLNUTE
MALE CALL
THousanos or Personnc MessAges
Tops » Eorroms & LeAtHeERrMEN
Arr Aren Cones
#O0% Prione Nurmers

aka

1+906—7451556
$2.99
PATRONIZE GAY EUSINESS e APE SAN RAFAEL CA e 12—YEAES

* Stay alert

HANDYMAN

mez
STUDIOS
Painting + Hauling * Repairs
Modest Remodeling
LARRY MALONE
901/324—1741
2584 Madison Ave e Memphis, TN 38102
Pager: 579—5557

_ Phoenix Studios
Sensitively Capturing the Gay Lifestyle on Film for 20 years.
s Portraits ® Fashion & Modeling Portfolios ® Fantasies
Mention this add for $20 Off any Framed Portrait (8 x 10 or larger)
Gary Salles
—
901—454—5812

Jaime Lane and Frito Lay
demonstrate the proper way
to
check your love for ear lice.

Photos by Phoenix Photography.
© 1993
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Funds
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Life.

help anyone facing the financial
challenges of living with an incurable illness.
Life Funding Corporation is prepared to
confidentially purchase your life insurance
policy so that you can have your money now
when you really need it.
j
Together we can realize your dreams of better
quality health care and more fulfilling
experiences of life.
For information call 1—800—456—8799.
Your call will be confidential.
We‘re here to

LIFE FUNDING CORPORATION
Funds For Life.
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE ¥ SUITE 220 ¥ ATLANTA, GA 30350
(404) 518—8830 & (800) 456—8799 A& FAX: (404) 518—9663
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Richard Johnson
Richard Johnson was well—
known and active in the Mem—
_phis Gay/Lesbian Community
for many years. Known both so—
cially and in the religious com—
munity, in recent years he pre—
sided at numerous funerals either
as minister or as constultant and
funeral director, particularly
with persons who died as a re—
sult of AIDS. He never feared
even doing the embalming when
some others did. He may be re—
membered performing in the lo—
cal production of Larry
Kramer‘s The Normal Heart.
He founded the Church of the
Blessed Redeemer and co—
founded Holy Trinity Commu—
nity Church. Current pastor
Ethan Pruett stated that he was
"grateful for his courage and vi—
sion." Assistant pastor Ed
Hammett credits Richard‘s ef—
forts to bringing him personally
back into the church. .
He died in New Orleans as a
. result of AIDS in October
Blaine J. Karvelis
Blaine J. Karvelis, 37, origi—
nally from Genoa, Ilinois and
most recently known as the door—
man at Amnesia, died suddenly
Saturday, November 13, 1993
after contracting mennigococcus
<in London. Mr. Karvelisis sur—
vived by his lover of five years,

—

Jerry L. Goudy and his two pet
Weimaraners, Scarlet and Madi—
son. Funeral services and crema—
tion were in Chicago at his par—
ents‘ bequest.
Blaine, who had no other
health problems, had just re—
turned from London where he
had lived for 13 years prior to
moving to Memphis with his
lover, after they met in Chicago.
Blaine, who was best known in
his hometown as an award—win—
ning varsity football player and
all—around jock, received a
B.F.A. from the Minneapolis
College of Art and was doing
graduate studies in design. Prior
to working at Amnesia, Blaine
was the assistant manager in the
men‘s clothing department at
Graham and Gunn.

Stanley Melton
Stanley Holmes Melton was
killed in a freak auto accident in
October while tending to a lawn
on Cooper Street. During his me—
morial—service, it was noted that
his performances and arrange—
ments of "Born Free" and "Let _
There Be Peace on Earth" be—
came standards in their day and
are still used
A natural musi—

cian, one of the pivotal experi—
ences of his life was his interna—
tional tour with the United
Nation‘s Children‘s Choir,
which included his arrangement
of "Let There Be Peace on
Earth."
Rev. Cheryl Cornish of First
Congregational Church spoke at
his memorial service said, "Mu—
sicians, artists, those who love

know angone who

and care for humanity, those
who live their lives with passion
and a sense of joy, like Stan
Melton, are people who help us
see the stars instead of the night,
who help us to hear rhythms of
compassion in the world, rather
than succumbing to fear."
His own performance of
"Born Free" was played at the
service.

«M4 a basket of local

Jit LAL out the compon below amd give
10am;
W,or mail at to:

Aphrodite Baskets
—
P.O. Box 41822 « Memphis, TN 38174
| Recipient‘s Name:
| Address:
| Sponsor‘s Name:
| —Sponsor‘s Telephone:

Blaine Karvallis

of
nd joy with us —
this Christmas
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moments

Aulfillment

Oc asional yin

If}? there are those moments ofunutterablefulfillment which cannot be completely whirled
by those symbols called words. Their meanings can only be articulated by the inaudible language ofthe heart.
— Martin Luther King, Jr.
During this holiday season, we‘ll experience many feelings which we cannot describe. We‘d like to share
them with you
i

‘HOLY TRINITY:COMMUNITY CHURCH
2323 MONROE AVENUE
MEMPHIS TENNESSEE 38104
§
©901/726—9443

WORSHIP SERVICES:
f
s
!
SUNDAYS 9:00 A.M., 11:00 A.M. &700PM.
WEDNESDAY BIBLE STUDY: 7:00 P.M.
PASTOR — REV. ETHAN PRUETT

at

Ho! Ho! Ho! girlfriends — I hope saw close to 1,000 party—goers in cos—
you‘ve all been good little dykes and tume, and every other club in town
fairies, otherwise Rona T! will just seemed to be packed. Perhaps we
have to tell Miss Santa not to stuff have become jaded; perhaps we se—
your Christmas stockings. Of course, cretly relished being the social mis—
if you‘ve been real bad or you know fits so we could use special occasions
someone who has, call my private to claim the night and snub our noses
number 1—800—TALK—DIRTY—TO— at the "acceptable" crowds. Did you
ME, and we‘ll publishthe juiciest tid— delight in shocking or scandalizing
bits in my special private edition news anyone the way we used to? I didn‘t!
letter Greased Up with Rona T. But Oh well, slowly but surely we gain
seriously now, let‘s see what I can tell acceptance. I wonder if most of us are
actually aware of the price.
you about this month.
Did you see Lady A. at the ...
Oops! Can‘t say that—I made a New
Year‘s Resolution not to talk about
my sister. Do be sure and read her
column though.
The other night I was on the patio
at Pipeline doing research and just
look at what I saw: Isn‘t that the hot—
test set of... Oops! Can‘t show you
that. This is a respectable family pa—
per now you know and it wouldn‘t do
to be politically incorrect now, would
it? You know, I heard lots of good
things about this past Halloween, but
many seemed to think it just wasn‘t
quite as exciting as in years past. Why
was that? The Friends for Life party

Special Guest at HHH was Amber
Starr — reigning Miss Gay Memphis
But lest you get too grim, fear not!
Drunken Greg‘s are still kicking
windshields out of ex—lovers‘ cars,
while on—loan to even earlier ex—lov—

MASSAGES
BY

ers. Butwhat I can‘t figureout ishow
Tommy Stewart entered the picture
at6:00a.m. —orwhat GregBakerwas
still doingbeingconsciousatthat hour
— orwhy Phyllis the Gray (who is ob—
viously preparing to make a Mane &
Tail conditioner commercial) got up
atthat hourtolet Greg in. Oh I know,
hewasjust lonely toseeDanny Ray‘s
dogagain...right? Butwhere isScott?
Has Michelle added another room to
Romper‘ Room? Girl, I don‘t
know...I‘m too old to get in.
SpeakingofTommy Stewart and
herbestfriend,were you at ‘Wagsthe
night Phyllis was throwing wrapped
rollsofpennies at thestrippers? Larry
Malone(briefly ofMemphisPacking
Co.[The Construction Site, et. al.,)
was. In fact, thatvery night oneofthe
strippers was fired from the act and
left in Memphis. The reason was
given that hejust didn‘t have what it
tooktobe aprofessional. Itseemsthat
Larry felt sorry for the man and of—
fered him the hospitality ofhis home
& hearth. (Ain‘t he sweet?) The
young man stayed a few weeks and
then left for California to try again.
His name was Joey Morgan.
Joey Morgan you say. That
wouldn‘t be the same Joey Morgan
featured in the November issue of .
AdvocateMen Classifieds, would it?
Not the same guy they called "one of
the hottest young stars in Catalina
Video‘s corral," would it? Yup!
That‘stheone. Whiletherestofthose
guys are probably slinging burgers at
Sonic, Joey now makes more for a
single personal appearance than they
made in a week.
§

9 KAY

Inpurcr
FULL BODY MASSAGE FOR TOTAL RELAXATION
Swrpisux Massace ® ReriExorocy
Girt Certiricares Avamasie ® Ourcaur Onty —
Kay Hurst

Office: 365—3778
Digital Pager: 681—7271 —
Put Your Mind and Body
in Balance _

Joey Morgan

By the way, if you like to keep
your money in the family when you
need something done, congratula—
tions! I always try to spend money
with other Gay people— or at the
very least those who go out of their
way to advertise in Gay publica—
tions, letting us know they want our
business. My attorney, my book—
keeper, my florist, my yardman
(yum—yum), my banker, my hair—
dresser, travel agent, real—estate
agent, and now my handyman/con—
tractor, are all Gay! I just finished
having a new deck put up to replace
the aging wreck we had and was
very pleased with Larry Malone‘s
work. His hard work and attention
to detail are rare finds these days.
If you need some things done
around the old homestead to get
ready for Christmas/New Year‘s
give Larry a call at Handyman Ser—
vices — (901)324—1741. Be sure and
tell him Rona T. sent you.

|

Larry Malone — Ready, Willing &
VeryAble. When You Needa Man
Handy, Call the Handyman
Would you like the scoop on the
big bucks movie Tom Hanks and
Denzel Washington just finished
about an attorney who is firedwhen
it is discovered he has AIDS? It
seems Tri—Star Pictures wants to
soft peddle the AIDS theme of
Philadelphia, in their ads and trail—
ers, hoping the audience will be in—
triguedwith the legal wrangling and
plop down the bucks before they
realize it‘s one of "those" movies.
Philadelphia, due to open during
the holidays is the first major stu—
dio film about AIDS and is expected

. LIFE RESOURCE
CORP. OF ARK.
"LIVING BENEFITS"

852 SOUTH
§
COOPER
LET US DECORATE YOUR HOLIDAY TABLE
WITH EVERLASTINGS, EVERGREENS,
OR POTTED HERB ARRANGEMENTS
HOLIDAY HOURS MON.—SAT: 10—8
SUN:1—8

rie
we
Foradditional information or an application, write or call:
Gil Gilbreath
P.O. Box 1058
Forrest City, AR 72335
(501) 633—0554
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to be one of the most talked about
movies ofthe year. The last signifi—
cant film re: AIDS was the art—
house flick Longtime Companion,
released in 1990. Directed by Acad—
emy Award—winner Jonathan
Demme (Silence oftheLambs), the
movie also features Jason Robards
and Joanne Woodward.
Although Tri—Star is definitely
hedging its bets by not mentioning
AIDS on the movie poster, and by
showingonly a healthy Tom Hanks
(alone), it does promise to be a
"must—see." Now if we can just get
Tri—Star to advertise with TJN we‘ll
know they mean business. Remem—
ber, you read it here first!

Miss FritoLay, 1993 Miss Mess
Memphis annoints the Halloween
crowd atAmnesia.
Congrats to Miss Frito Lay for
winning the 1993 Miss Mess Mem—
phis pageant at Amnesia. Sorry I
missed it, girl, ‘cause I hear you
< walked away with it!—Bytheway, I
hope you got a chance to check out
Miss C.C. Rae at Reflections. Al—
though her show seemed a little
short, she was truly incredible! And
the Southern Country dance lessons
and hoe—downs continue to grow.
Congrats to Tommy for keeping the
entertainment coming!
That‘s about it for now! I‘m
making gingerbread men and I have
to go grease my model before he
gets sticky all over! I was going to
publish my listofNew Year‘s Reso—
lutions but I thought better of it. It‘s
so depressing when you realize you
never keep them I‘ve decided just
not to make any this year. Oh Rona,
you are so clever! Until next year,
like the cable lady says, "Be
Sweet!"
Hugs and Kisses!
Rona T! Barrett

Two generations of drag
rewpresented by two of Memphis‘
most popular personalities, Melina
and Summer Holiday. (They both
.claim the otheras theirmother!)
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Court Upholds Lesbian Student‘s Claim Airline Issues polog‘r
of Military Discrimination

Lr

By David Germain
Associated Press Writer
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — Ajudge
has ordered the University of Buffalo
to bar visits by military recruiters be—
cause of Pentagon discrimination
against Gay men and Lesbians.
State Supreme Court Justice Diane
Lebedeff in New York City on Nav.
18 ruled in favor of a former law stu—
dent at the university, Terri Mayo, a
Lesbian who claimed she could not
apply to the military because of her
sexual orientation.
"She was deprived of a genuine
career opportunity simply because
she‘s a Lesbian,"said Evan Wolfson,
an attorney for Lambda Legal De—
fense and Education Fund, which filed
a lawsuit on her behalf. "She was in—
terested in applying, but she was
blocked from square one."
Military recruitment at the law
school, which is part of the State Uni—
versity of New York, violated an anti—
discrimination order issued by Gov.
Mario Cuomo, Lebedeff said.
"There is no dispute the military
currently engages in sexual orienta—
tion discrimination in its employment
practices, not welcoming within its

active ranks Gay men, Lesbians and
bisexuals," Lebedeff wrote.
Wolfson said Lebedeff‘s ruling
should apply to the entire state uni—
versity system, which has 400,000
students on 64 campuses.
Ken Goldfarb, a spokesman for the
State University of New York, and
Ronald Stein, a spokesman for the
university, said they could not com—
ment on the decision until their attor—
neys reviewed it.
Military recruiters continue to visit
the University of Buffalo. Stein said
the university had not decided if it will
follow Lebedeff‘s ruling and bar their
visits.
f
"New York state has a legitimate
interest in prohibiting that kind of dis—
crimination and refusing to be a part
of it," Wolfson said.
The case stems from a com—
plaint filed with the New York Di—
vision of Human Rights in 1990
when Mayo was a law student in
Buffalo.
The Division of Human Rights‘
Office of Lesbian and Gay Con—
cerns ruled in Mayo‘s favor, but
Human Rights Commissioner
Margarita Rosa overturned that de—
cision last year after an appeal by

Removing PLWA
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — showed that flight attendants "genu—
the university. Rosa said state and
federal law required the university American Airlines apologized for inelyfelttheywereactinginyourbest
causingany"inconvenience, discom— interest and in the interest ofall pas—
to allow military recruitment.
fort or embarrassment" to a passen— sengers on board the flight.
Lambda, which handles cases on
ger
with AIDS who was dragged off "We recognize that others might
Gay rights, challenged Rosa‘s de—
aflightwhenherefusedtodisembark.
disagree
with ourofactions,
butof split
our
cision in court. Mayo suffered "hu—
Timothy
Holless,
33,ofSan
Fran—
business
consists
millions
miliation and the stigma of
+ cisco,violatedcompanypolicywhen
secondjudgmentcalls.
. Nonetheless,
second—class citizenship" because
he
hung
an
IV
bag
over
his
seat
and
we
apologize
for
any
inconvenience,
of the military‘s stand on homo—
refused
to cover
his open
sores, said discomfortorembarrassmentthatyou
sexuals, Wolfson said.
American
Airlines
spokeswoman
mayGeorge
have felt."The
letterwassigned
Mayo, now a prosecutor with the
‘by
Mueller,
vice
presidentof
Linn County District Attorney‘s ef— Mary Frances Fagan. _
Flight
attendants
offered
to
put
customer
relations.
fice in Albany, Ore., would not
Hollesshad
flownonfrom
San Fran—
comment and referred calls to Holless on a later flight to give them
timetodiscusshowtoproperlyhandle
cisco
to
Chicago,
to
Columbus,
Lambda.
Ohio then halfway back without in—
The university had claimed it _ his medical condition, Fagan said.
WitnessessaidHollesswasdragged
cident,
said Robby Robinson,
aboard
might lose Pentagon research grants
off
the
plane
screaming
on
Nov.
14.
memberfortheSan
MateoAIDSPro—
if it barred military recruiters. Fed—
eral law prohibits such grants for Chicago police arrested him and re— gram who happened to be on all
flightswith
Holless.
However,
hedid
schools that forbid military recruit— leased himon hisown recognizance.
In
its
apology
to
Holless,
Ameri—
not
use
the
IV
bag
on
the
earlier
por—
ment.
Lebedeff said the risk of losing can said a review of the incident tions ofthe flight.
Pentagon funds was irrelevant.
Other New York law schools, in—
cluding the University of Albany,
Columbia University and Syracuse
University, prohibit or limit military
recruitment, Lebedeff said.
The University of Buffalo re— —
ceived $2.9 million in Pentagon
funds last year.
:

1349 AutumnAve.,Memphis — (901) 272—1634
Happy Hour Daily — 11 AM to 7 PM
BEER BUST
Tuesday 5 PM — 9 PM
11 AM
3 AM Sunday thru Thursday
Thursday 5 PM = 9 PM
24 Hours Friday and Saturday
Sunday Noon —5 PM
OPEN
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Randy & Andy
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S & R Body Works
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Preferred Rates
Auto
Homeowners
Business
Insuring in the
Gay/Lesbian
Community
For 18 Years
DUIs & SR—22s
Filed Immediately
Tom Webb

NIKITA‘S BAR AND GRILL
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Fusion/Decadence Manor
JL.

Dozghs — Owner
PIPELINE
©2027 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN38104

LEVI LEATHER BAR
HRS: MON — SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.
1382 Poplar
PH: (901) 726—5263
Memphis, TN 38104
November is Leather Month

Lederwerx
Jerry Moffit — Owner
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Gov. Richards Will Intervene In Apple
Computer Debate If Necessary
WASHINGTON (AP) — Texas
Gov. Ann Richards hasn‘t become
embroiled in the debate over tax
breaks for Apple Computer, but says
she‘ll step in if necessary.
Two Williamson County commis—
sioners have pledged to oppose any
tax breaks for Apple because the Cali—
fornia—based computer maker pro—
vides domestic partner benefits to Gay
and Lesbian employees.
The company, which has some
700 employees at three temporary
_ sites in Austin, is planning to build a
nearby permanent facility near Round
Rock.
While in Washington lobbying on
behalf of the North American Free
Trade Agreement, Richards said she
wasn‘t aware of the flap.
Asked by a reporter if she would
intervene to save tax breaks for a com—
. pany whose presence she helped lure
to Texas, Richards said: "If I need to
I will, but no one‘s called me about
that or asked me to do anything."

The National Gay and Lesbian building, 700—employee complex in
Task Force is planning to enlist the Williamson County.
For the nearly $80 million com—
help of Richards, who supports Gay
rights and has aggressively sought to plex, the amount of taxes at issue is
$750,000, spread over seven years,
attract high—tech industry to Texas.
"We‘re very pleased," NGLTF according to documents filed with the
spokesman David M. Smith said of county.
Apple will not be giving up its lib—
Richards‘ comments. "We understand
that Apple Computer coming to Texas eral benefits policy, said Bill Keegan,
is consistent with the governor‘s ef— the company spokesman. "We feel
fort to woo business to her state, and it‘s important," he said. "It‘s the kind
herstate is going to have to be amend— of thing that helps us attract and keep
able to these companies that are re— — good people."
In October, Austin showed its lib—
sponding to the changing definition
of families and are treating their Gay eral bent when the city began offer—
ing spousal benefits to city
and Lesbian employees equally."
The county commissioners aren‘t employees‘ unmarried partners and
expected to vote on the tax abatements Travis County began allowing
until Apple submits its formal con— couples to register their domestic part—
struction proposal late this month. The nership.
Williamson County Commis—
company hopes to break ground in the
sioner Greg Boatright said such
spring.
Regardless of the outcome, a laws, like Apple‘s benefits policy,
spokesman said the company‘s do— "are going to attract people who are
mestic subsidiary, Apple USA, is not in those kinds of relationships and
likely to scrap its plans for a nine—. I don‘t want to encourage that kind

French Quarter Gay

of activity.
"I don‘t feel like the government
should be getting involved in the

Bashings Investigated

‘private sector, yet when they come
to government and ask for a ben—

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — An in—
vestigation into the stabbing death of
a 23—year—oldMississippi man is mov—
ing ahead, New Orleans police say,
but they aren‘t identifying any suspects.

Joe Balog was chased and stabbed
by a small gang of Gay bashers in the
French Quarter around 5 a.m. Nov.
11. Balog‘s friend, a 26—year—old
Biloxi man, was injured in the attack.
Based upon derogatory remarks
aimed at the victims, the attackers ap—
parently believed they were Gay, said
Sgt. Marion Defilio, a New Orleans
police spokesman. Neither was Gay,
Defillo said.
"We‘re tracking leads and we‘re
moving ahead with the investigation,"
Defillo said.
Balog‘s father, William Balog, of
Gulfport, said the assailants "didn‘t
know him or they wouldn‘t have
thought he was Gay ... But it doesn‘t
matter now what they thought.".
The attack happened in a residen—
tial section of the French Quarter not
far from some bars frequented by ho—
mosexuals. The victims had been par—
tying all night and were confronted
by four or five men, who taunted them
and began stabbing them, police said.
Balog and his friend ran in sepa—
rate directions. Balog collapsed a
short distance away. where he died,
while the other man flagged down a
taxi and was taken to a hospital. _
Gay and Lesbian activists held a
rally and candlelight march to the in—
tersection where Balog died.
"We don‘t know their orientation.
The people who stabbed them didn‘t
know. And it doesn‘t matter," said
Lin—Todd Soldani, a liaison between
French Quarter Gays and Lesbians
and New Orleans police.
"This has gotten to be a danger—
ous city, a city where beingGay or
rou‘re Gay
¢ ”if; ﬁemmww
Qiit§Q11§téd
k’eétlf's
#44 Minutﬁpﬁ-Nusun 4% %
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because of where you are walking —
can get you killed," Soldani said.
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Nashville‘s Only
Bed & Breakfast
Nashville‘s Oldest Townhouse
Call (615) 254—1277
For Rates

SEROHIN
(901) 685—1479
PSYCHIC READINGS

should, not
be a financial burden...

Coping with AIDS

said

Boatright.

SUSAN MACKENZIE _

Attorney At Law — ___

Suite 2518 _
100 N. Main Street _
—
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—526—0809

SWcaZS'ﬁSports e Shuts”
— Licensed & Experienced —
IN or OUT Calls
Dave Everitt, L. M.T.
(901) 722—5522 —
533—9492 (Pager)
Specializingin Sports andDance Injuries

Financial concerns can hinder your ability to cope
with a personal crisis on your own terms.
Selling your life insurance pohcy can help reduce financial
stress and allow you to regain control of your personal
affairs.
We can help. Our counselors will assist you with .
honesty and respect, while we offer some of the best
rates for your policy. You will feel comfortable with us.
Individual Benefits
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Sable Starr, Holly Brown and
Eddwina Smith. Severalotherpan—
elswill remember individuals and
numerous others will be remem—
bered in a new panel from Friends
For Life. More details are avail—
able elsewhere (don‘t you

billed under Sofonda Peters?
one must be prepared to shield
oneself in case one passes too
Pageant Recap
close. Trixie herself considers this
year‘s the best to date. What can
Miss Mess Memphis—Frito
one say about a decorator that
transformed J—Wag‘s into a twin—
Lay
Miss Southern States—Miss
kling winter wonderland? Tommy
Arlington (a newcomer)
Stewart even commented he had
A special congratulations to
never seen theplace so white.
Hetti McDaniels for her fine
We were advised of the fol—
representation of Memphis and
lowing highlights: Community
Tennessee at Miss Gay
Service Award—Nice Boys
3 America.
from GoodFamilies; Lifetime
Achievement Award—
Yes, dears, we just turned
Sabrina; Most Promising
Newcomer—Sylvia Dollar;
Most
Versatile—Hetti
Final Round
McDaniels; Entertainer of the
Year—Sofonda L. Peters;
If I were one of those Faeries
Best Dressed Entertainer—
with gifts to bestow, my choice
Jackée; Stage Manager of the
would be a sense of wonder which
Year—Donna Morgan and the
never fades. It is perhaps the most
Gold Award for Professional—
precious gift of all.
ism—Vonna. There were many
May everyone receive just ex—
others and, of course, Miss TP
actly what they deserve this holida
dumped severalon her boss. We
y (making no personal judgments,
guess y‘all, like us, will have to at—
of course.)
tend next time to see it all.
It is interesting to note (as we
Have a good Yule, a Chanukah
seldom fail to do) that this is the
Tovah and a Merry Christmas.
one and only set of awards in
Memphis during which female
Ta, ta.
impersonators are recognized by
Lady A.
admtt bemg
to
a turkey
others in their own venue. Some—
one really should recognize Miss
TP sometime. Sal—ute!
One milestone this month will
be the largest commemoration of
World AIDS Day Memphis has
o
yet seen. First Congregational
Church and Friends For Life— —
HIV Resources have combined
efforts to stage an event which will
TO SEE
include speakers, musical perfor—
mances and the dedication of sev—
THE STARS
eral new panels destined for the —
Names Project Quilt. One panel /4
INSTEAD
will be dedicated to several of our
departed glitter sisters including
OF
Renée Williams, Billie Jo Casino,

Happy Everybody‘s

Sundry Holidays
benefit and raised
es, gentlemen and others. Entertainment
$3,001.03 (this amount wasjust to
this season of the year, we good
for ethnic television of any
feelitonlyfairtoextendourthanks nationality).
A very large turnout
to all of you gentle readers for was conspicuously
generous. The

us whatever we have be—
corms and expressing your enjoy— show benefitted their annual Holi—
ment on many occasions. Also, a day Food Basket fund.
The women of Aphrodite al—
special thanks to those who have
helped us to mention those many ways accept names of any needy.
places where it is not possible for individual who may need a food
us to be (as will be very evident basket for the holidays. Many are
this month). We, as ajournalist and distributed to PLWA‘s but any
dirt dauber, have always had a needful individual may included
~_ strong commitment to credit where (an ad with information appears
credit is due (on either side of the elsewhere.
A World of Passion raised well
fence) and we appreciate all of the
elves who help us toward that goal over $6,000 at their most unique
We will only mention two in— show which benefitted Loving
dividuals by name, our editors Arms. Hairstyling and fashion
Allen Cook and John Stilwell who were combined with several
won the first Man of the Year themes—both dramatic and "mes—
award ever presented in our com— sage"—to make up a wild and
munity and deserve a second round wacky event. Central to the pro—
from a new source. Remember, ceedings was the first appearance
though we all be good Faeries, it in many a moon by our deah sistah
is more than magick that brings Henna Rintz (aka actor Mark
all disyere paypah each month, Chambers) who was received
warmly and contributed a not
every month.
And to those who do not fall small amount to the effort herself.
We neglected to mention that
into the above categories.... yawn.
fit Recap
ing, the big party
d Friends For Life,
sing success and

queens evenread the front page?).
Bytheway,we arepositivethat
the same locations which brought
you Thanksgiving dinner will do
the same on Christmas Day.
Chaps, theHut, Nikita‘s, Oopsand
the Pipeline should be contacted
for times. And what heart!
SofondaPetersandherTurkeys
were scheduled for a show at Am—
nesia on Thanksgiving. Anyone
care to

friends of Hetti McDaniels con—
tributed over $1,000 toward her
trip to Dallas for Miss Gay
America. SummerHoliday has
promised us a bucketful of news
entitled Hetti Does Dallas for next
month.

Other Stuff Department
er was "The Af—

i
h r annual That‘s

Another annual event reared its
head last month, the annual Trixie
Thunderpussy Awards. People
usually attend this event with fenc— |
ing masks and pot lids because the |
zingers fly so fast and furious that
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ONDECEMBER 1ST, THE WHOLE WORLD
WILL GATHER TO SHARE
sOoNGS OF HOPE
WORDS OF COMPASSION, AND
STORIES OF COURAGE

ltéc‘ol thing for»?
—Kris K.

WORLD AIDS
BE PART OF

HAIRSTYLING 4 ALL 017 US
7 3%

FEATURING

THE MEMPHIS CIVIC ORCHESTRA
Sponsomdby' First Congregational Church, Friends For Life, Integrity
I
Memphis and Memphis AIDS Council for Education
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1996 MADIMDN AT TUCKER
(ACROSS FROM HUEY‘S)
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
~ 18 .....
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! WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1 AT7:30 P.M.
FIRST/CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH — 246 SOUTH WATKlNS 278—6786
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DAY

. FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
United Church of Christ 234 S.Watkins 278—6786
An Open and Affirmin Cohﬁregatlon.

Sunday School 10 AM
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Worship 11 AM

Naval Investigators Deny
Bias in Collins Case
istrative action‘ which released EM3
Kenneth Collins from service for be—
ing a homosexual.
Shortly after Collins was dis—
Some good and some bad has charged, Petty officer 2nd Class
come of Kenneth Collins since his Michael C. Highland confessed to
story appeared in last month‘s TJN having set two fires aboard the Enter—
as originally reported by Memphis prise. He was not jailed during his trial
magazine in October.
and his sentence was 65 days in the brig,
As you may have read, Collins was a pay reduction and a $1,000 fine.
arrested July 16, 1992 and charged
A list of questions was sent to the
by the Naval Criminal Investigative NCIS by Tim Sampson when he was
Service of setting 26 arson fires aboard gathering material for his article. The
the USS Enterprise, a ship on which NCISreply was sluggish at best and
he had been working in Norfolk VA. was not faxed until well after the Oc—
Collins was held at Quantico brig tober Memphis magazine deadline.
until Oct. 2, 1992 when his charges We obtained a transcript of these
were dropped because there was no questions and answers and there are
evidence to link him to the scene of some interesting discrepancies be—
~any of the crimes and only three vague tween statements by the NCIS and
witness accounts of someone fitting statements made by persons ques—
his general description being seen in tioned by Sampson.
the area of two of the fires.
Sampson asked each individual
Collins‘ months at Quantico sent questioned by the NCIS "What did
him down a long dark road of depres— the NCIS say to you or ask you?"
sion from which he has yet to find his Most all of them reported indepen—
way back. He began having anxiety dently of one another being told by
attacks in prison believing that the NCIS agents that they already had
NCIS would, as they had promised, pictures, videotapes, fingerprints and
somehow be able to convict him and witnesses of Collins committing the
that his sentence could be 200 years crimes. The official NCIS reply was,
hard labor or the death penalty. "There were no pictures of Collins
Collins attempted to take his own life setting fires nor were any witnesses
following which he was stripped and or persons interviewed toldthat ‘pic—
chained naked in his cell.
tures existed. No witnesses or persons
During some counseling visits he interviewed were told that Collins‘
confided to a Navy chaplain that he fingerprints were found at any of the
was Gay and had had sex with men. crime scenes."
St
While Collins was being held,
Persons questioned by Sampson
there were two more fires set aboard also stated being asked about Collins‘
the Enterprise.
homosexuality. One ofSampson‘s ques—
After the charges were dropped, — tions to the NCIS reads:
§
the Navy initiated a ‘separate admin—
"At the Article 32, NCIS agent
By Mike Morgan
TJN Correspondent

Suchy said that Collins‘ homosexu—
ality was not a consideration during
the investigation, but when FBI agent
Joseph Chisolm (who wrote the pro—
file of the suspected arsonist) was
questioned, he testified that NCIS
agents had indeed discussedhomosexu—
ality. How much and what kind of role
did this play in the NIS investigation?"
The NCIS reply: "The NCIS did
not learn that Collins was a homo—
sexual until after he had been identi—
fied as a suspect. No witness was ever
questioned about Collins sexual pref—
erence. As a matter of policy, consis—
tent with DOD (Dept. of Defense)
policy, NCIS does not investigate
homosexuality as a lifestyle. NCIS
investigatesfelonies, in this case, arson."
This month‘s Memphis Magazine
will include several items in response
to the Collins story including a letter
sent by Robert J. Finan of the NCIS
and a letter from Mark Alexander of
Bellevue Baptist Church who was
"utterly offended" by Sampson‘s por—
trayal of Collins and his now ex—lover
as living a "perfectly normal
lifestyle," which he said, "is to be
hated, abhorred, loathed."
«"Perhaps he should take a look in
his own choir," said Sampson.
An anonymous Memphis Maga—
zine reader gave Collins a car after
reading of Collins‘s isolation since
returning to the Memphis area in ru—
ral west Tennessee. He has been on
medical disability battling with
Chrone‘s disease and esophagitis and
at this writing has checked himself
into Eastwood Mental Health Clinic
for further treatment of his depression
and Post Traumatic Stress disorder.
Kenneth Collins‘ story has been for—
warded to several news programs in—
cluding Day One and 60 Minutes by
Sampson and TINis gathering material
to send toThe Advocate and Lambda

Legal Defense Fund. Collins tells us he
would be interested in a civil suit if it
could get him his mothers money back.
(She had to mortgage her home for
$25,000 in order to pay his legal defense
fees.)
Ifyou happen to see Kenneth on the

street and recognize him from his pic—
tures in the October issue ofMemphis
magazine, tell him you‘re proud of
him for standing up and telling his
story. No one deserves to be treated
as he has been by our very own gov—
ernment.
—Mike Morgan

If you only date hunky models, we
may not be your best bet. We

—

don‘t do fantasy. We do offer
| hundreds of "talking
personals" from REAL
guys of all ages, races, ___ s =~
physical types and
preferences. If you‘re
realistic about
meeting men,
then give
us a call!

1—900—786—9444
$1.95/min
Must be 18; Touch—tone Required; PEI, P.O. Box 19149, Wash., DC 20036

coming year.

Silk & Fresh Flowers

5

Poinsettias $25

111 South Highland « 324—6873
~

80 Monroe +525—7775

Midtown CounselingCenter
1835 Union Ave., Suite 101
=. (901) 726—4586 ...

Sliding Scale Fees

By the way, congratulations
to Jeff and lover Allen Casey this
~ month as they begin their fourth
year together.

Flower Store Offers Unique
Decorations for Holidays

The Flower Store
Jeff Bradshaw — Proprietor
321 Hwy 51 N.
Covington, TN 38019
(901) 476—9523

Printers

InxK

These Santas run from $150 —
$1,000 and are the hottest thing
going this year, thanks to first
lady Hillary Clinton‘s request
for one for the White House.

Desktor PusuisHing
Aanp Design
CALL Us FoR AN

By Gary Salles
With Christmas upon us, the
florists start just after Halloween
with their open house parties, so
that their favorite customers can
~ see what‘s hot for the holidays.
Jeff Bradshaw, Memphis Floral
Association‘s 1993 Designer of
the Year, and recently elected
vice—President, put together a
true wonderland of exquisitely
decorated trees, wreaths, center—
pieces and accessories.
Owner of The Flower Store in
Covington, Jeff is the exclusive
supplier in West Tennessee for
the handcrafted "Santas by
Gran," which feature faces of
clay, all hand—sewn garments
and real fur accessories, as well
as porcelain and handcarved
wooden appointments.

ESTIMATE FOR YOUR
NEXT PRINTING
OR DESIGN PROJECT.

NewsuierrEers
Menus

nce
SHe
Jeff Bradshaw and longtime friends
(and customers), Mary Salles and
Kathleen Corcoran.
Although Jeff‘s shop is about
a 30—minute drive from Mem—
phis, it is definitely worth the
ride if you are looking for
something new and visually
‘ exciting to liven up your home
for the Holidays.
:
Or you could simply call Jeff
and let him transform your
Nightmare Before Christmas
Oneofthe "Santas ByGran"available into something from Babes in
exclusively at The Flower Store
Toyland.

Friers
BooxkLets
Spec Sneers
Jeff discusses design ideas with
designer, instructor, friend, Wayne
Newsome.

Orricek Forms
AND MUCH MORE

Aruen CooK
Jonn StTtiLwEeLL, Owners
(901) 454—141 1

Men‘s

Chorus

Annual

mas

Concert

Sunday, Dec. 12 — 2 p.m.

Grace—St. Luke‘s
Episcopal Church
1720 Peabody Ave.

Tickets $5
Available from any chorus member,
Meristem, Midtown Hair or at the door
The chorus appreciates the support
of our community this year!

Toce
One in the Spirit —
Seeking Faith Support
By Vincent Astor
One of the most pressing defi—
ciencies among Gay and Lesbian
people is spiritual direction. Many
people discover that the spiritual
traditions in which they were
raised have no place for or out—
rightly reject Gays and Lesbians.
This is slowly changing.
In a city and region so im—
mersed in Christian spirituality,
diverse spiritual opportunities are
also available for Gays and Les—
bians—both Christian and non—
Christian.
This series attempts to present
some of these. Any information,
corrections or amplifications will
be welcome.
Neshoba Unitarian
Universalist Church of
Germantown
At the root of the Unitarian
Universalist Association‘s beliefs
are freedom of individual con—
science and religious belief. At the
national level, there is an Office
of Gay and Lesbian Affairs; there
was also official participation in
the 1993 March on Washington.
The
Unitarian theology is

"and therefore very
open. Equalﬁuman rights are cen—

of all and inclusiveness. Their
roots trace back to this country‘s
founding (specifically in Pennsyl—
vania) and the Memphis Friends
_ Meeting carries on this tradition.
This small meeting is very pro Gay
and Lesbian, and Dr. Ron
McDonald, a member, states that
— the same feeling is prevalent in
larger conferences throughout the
nation. The Memphis group is vol—
untarily connected to the Southern
Appalachian Yearly Meeting and
Association and the Friends Gen—
eral Conference.
"Quakers are fond ofsaying that
they have done away with the la—
. ity as all are ministers," saysDr.
McDonald. This meeting is one of
two congregations which have
statements welcoming Gays and
Lesbians. This one takes the form
of a Minute on Inclusiveness
which states that all persons who .
come to seek marriage would be
considered equally, whether of
opposite or same sexes. There is
no condemnation whatever for

tral to its teaching and action.
Rev. Jean Rickerd arrived in
Memphis from Little Rock in July
of 1992 to become pastor of this
very new Unitarian congregation
(which had only been worshipping
for six months). Neshoba was
sponsored by the Church of the
River specifically as an outreach
to people living far east of its
riverfront location. Rev. Rickerd
characterizes this congregation as
a "welcoming congregation and
welcoming of diversity." She
states that "the goal and mission is
to have a truly diverse congrega—
tion—for instance, including Af—
rican—Americans, Gays and Lesbi—
ans, single persons and families all
worshipping together."
There is a Gay and Lesbian _
presence at Neshoba but they have
no specific outreach to any particu—
lar group.The congregation‘s
number is small and the church is
still in its first growth and devel—
opment. Rev. Rickerd may be con—
sulted about ceremonies of union.
Neshoba is also involved with
the Congregation ofUnitarian Uni—
_ versalist Pagan Society (CUPPS).
Memphis Friends
Meeting (Quakers)
— The Society of Friends, as the
Quakers were originally called,
have a long tradition for admission

being Gay or Lesbian. There is no
minister but a Clerk of the Meet—
ing holds office for a year. There
is a Gay/Lesbian presence and
these members are active in min—
istry.
Note: The only other congrega—
tion which haspublished an Open
and Affirming statement is First
Congregational, UnitedChurch of
Christ. Holy Trinity Community
Church was founded by Gay men
andLesbians specifically as an in—
clusive congregation.
This series has been much
longer than the writer ever imag—
ined. It is the writer‘s hope that
those who seekfaith support may
find a comfortable and welcoming
place among thesepersons ofgood
will, both Christian and non—
christian.
The listing of congregations
and phone numbers is published
each month inthe Resources sec—
tion. Any future additions will be
gladly accepted and, as space and
time permit, these groups will be
highlighted in a similar manner.
A collection ofthis series ofar—
ticles is kept in theMGLCC library
and near the Switchboard refer—
ences there.
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ANewService Designed
toMenHelp
LesbiansandGay
to Meet OtherSingles
Beginbycalling
4‘ToreceiveaFREEvoice
—800—375—3067

mallbox and to place your
personal ad. Just call and follow the simple instructions:
It‘s the start to finding the right companion
_

Sheridan Lambe, Lesw
Joyce Schimenti, —zesw=

ep ap op ep op.

Then, to check your mailbox and retrieve your
messages or to just browse other ads, call:
pai acme —a + 1-90-678-0621

This call is $1.98/minute

Specializing in

Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

Recovery Connections

¥ Relationship

6263 Poplar Avenue ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178

l

A New Service Designed For Individuals
Who Want To Meet Others In Recovery.
All lifestyles are represented on this dateline.
For your FREE voice mailbox, call: 1—800—436—2246
Then, to check your messages or to just browse other ads, call:
1—900—562—4444
This call is $1.98/minute
AR—TE Connection Datelines « Memphis, TN * 18+ Years

€us

726-4767
The You Ain‘t Right Club
Show and Awards —
10pm December 4th
New Hours 3pm — Jam
4 Days A Week

111 North Claybrook
e (901)

21

DABBLEG
H A I R C O MP A N Y
19 NCOOPER 901—725—0521
MON—TUE 9—7, WED—FRI 9—8, SAT 9—6

named First Half Champions.
Those four guys with only two let—
ters representing their first names
"(CD)2" have been sitting in the top
spot for several weeks now. they are
now being closely followed by those
fine gentlemen with "NICE BALLS",
an up and coming force (STRIKE
FORCE), and those loosely skinned
guys (FOUR—SKINS). The whole
thing
comes
to
a
head
(hmmm...interesting choice of words)
with our final position round of the
first half on December 10th, so come
on out to Park Lanes and root us on!!!

Bowling Beat
By Tony Matics
Brothers & Sister Bowling League
Well, well, another month has
gone by and those wacky pinbowlers
of multiple colored balls are still go—
ing at it!! Through nine weeks of
competition we are beginning to see
the dust finally settle on several teams
(of course its those teams behind in
the standings...why else would dust
settle??), and a small handful are try—
ing to make their claim at being

r

Books & More for

Women & Their Friends

930 S. Cooper

®

(901)276—0282

Open EXTENDED HOURS December

1—24

for your shopping delight
— WED.—SAT. UNTIL 8P.M.
~ SUNDAY UNTIL 6 P.M.

Come

by

goodies!
just

the

and

We‘ll
right

check
be

gifts

out

happy
for

the
to

new

help

yourself

event is a first—time attempt at this
format and promises to be a hoot!!
The cost per team (two people) is
$25.00 (that‘s $12.50 each for you
mathematicians) and includes your
lane fees, prize fund monies, and a
donation toward S.P.I.T. committee‘s
fund raising effort. For those of you
who have Christmas parties to attend
that evening, we should be finished
by 6:00p.m. So come out andjoin the
fun.
Brothers & Sisters
Looking For A Few
More Siblings!!
The Brothers & Sisters bowling
league is still seeking people to fill
some empty spots on a couple of
teams. If you desire to do something
on Friday nights besides watching
T.V. come onout anjoin us. The cost
to bowl each week is $9.00, and there
is a one—time fee for various associa—
tion dues. we are an ABC/WIBC
Sanctioned League, and are affiliated
with International Gay Bowling Or—
ganization (IGBO) which promotes
bowling tournaments around the
country for our brothers and sisters.
We have 16 teams, of four persons
each team (except a couple ofteams),
and promise you nothingbut fun.This
league is a handicap league, so you
need not be a great bowler to join.
Well, watch this column next

holiday

you

and

all

find
the

folks on your list! And remember...

gtft wrap
. We take MasterCard and Visa
We ship out of town orders.
Don‘t forget our Gift Registry
and our handy Gift Certificates
f

Double Scotch Anyone?
No, It‘s Scotch Doubles
The St. Patrick‘s Invitational Tour—
nament (S.P.I.T.) committee an—
nounces a unique never before seen
mini—tournament to be held Saturday,
Dec. 18, at Park Bowling Lanes (Park >
& Getwell). This tournament is a
doubles competition with a very in—
teresting twist (no, not a from of
Chubby Checker‘s twist): each mem—
ber of the doubles team must bowl
every other ball during a game. It‘s
like two people bowling the same
game, with each person bowling ev—
ery other time. If your partner starts
the game bowling the first frame and
— only knocks down 5 pins, you must:
roll the next ball to try and make the
spare. then, no matter how you did
(even if you were lucky enough to
make aspare), yourpartnerthrowsthe
next ball, and so on, and so on. Each
doubles team will roll three games,
with cash prizes being given to the
doubles teams with high game and
high series. The number of teams
"cashing" depends upon the number
. of entries registered.
This tournament will have regis—
tration at the bowling alley beginning
at 1:00 p.m. with bowling to start at
2:00 p.m. there will be Strike Pot
raffles, and other goodies for the day.
This particular Saturday afternoon

month for the fast and furious finish
to our First Halfof bowling. It should
be exciting!!! Until next month...
remember...its not how you scored it,
its how well you scored.
Tram Stanpmcs
Team
Wins
(CD)2
2855
Nice Balls
24:5
Strike Force
248

Losses
115
15.5
1535

High Team Series
Pin Sitters
2408
Nargas Dulces
2406
King Pins
2400
Hicx
Mike R.
Doug H.
Buddy C.

MEN

(GamE)
247
246
242

WOMEN
Linda E.
217
Stephanie F.
210
Pam R.
204

Hicx RanKincs (SEREs)
MEN
Doug H.
641
Mike R.
‘637
Buddy C.
634
WOMEN
Linda E.
548
Pam R.
504
Stephanie F.
492

A Day With BWMT
11, 1993 e 9311137 m
f Saturday, December iarstfon
tesa
aq m
Memphis Gay&"Lesbiian Community Center_
1486 Madison

We

BREAKFAST — 9am » 10:20am

With Guest Speaker

Meristem will closed on Saturday, December 25.
Thank you for your matronage throughout the year!

FILM FESTIVAL » 10:30am — 6:15pm
Different films in two different rooms shown simultaneously with

facilitators

DINNER — 1: 30pm — 6:15pm
HAPPY HOLIDAYS —
AND WATCH FOR OUR JANUARY SALE!

HOT HORNY & HEALTHY PLAYSHOP .
2pm » 3: 45pm
Learn safe sex in a non—sexual environment
CARD TOURNAMENT — 4pm — 6pm
Four tables of sixteen players each game will vie for two $50 prizes
for the winning partners of Bid Whist and Spades. (Also film
encores, networking, dinner.)
RECEPTION — 6pm — 7pm

Featuring live entertainment

Hi! I just wanted to say hello. Please keep me in
mind for all your real estate needs. I would like
to be yourreal estate connection.
Thanks’
j
OFFICE (901) 278—4380
RES. (901) 744—9600
DAVIES — SOWELL
INC.

STEVE SOLOMON

Affiliate Broker
2

[B
MLS

54 S8. COOPER
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104

RESERVATIONS FORM
Make All Checks Payable to BWMT—Memphis, Inc.
Mail to PO Box 42157, Memphis, TN 38174
For More Information Call 901—948—2387 or 757—5750
I Am Enclosing A Donation Of
For the Following

Events:
___ Breakfast, FilmFestival, & HHH Playshop
($5)
___ HHH Playshop, Dinner & Reception
($5)
___ All Day
($10)
___ Card Tournament With Dinner, HHH Playshop & Reception
$10
___ All Day & Card Tournament Entry
2&5;

___ An Additional Donation
Name
Mailing Address

Phone

Sponsored by Black & White Men Together—Memphis, Inc.
22

Personals
in TIN!

See page 26
for details.

Potential Vaccines

Congress Approves

Fail In Key Test

3 pm— Jam

Measure That Could Delay

WASHINGTON (AP) — Prom—
. ising vaccines against the AIDS vi—
rus have failed in key laboratory tests,
agencies until April 5 to certify to raising the possibilitythat large—scale
Congress whether the money should trials may be delayed, researchers report.
go for some other use.
Several vaccines that had triggered
The provision adds another delay neutralizing antibodies in tests against
in what has turned out to be a year of laboratory strains of the AIDS virus
delays in getting a bigger trial of the were not able to cause the same dis—
vaccine and could alter the fortunes ease protection effect when tested
of MicroGeneSys, which views the against fresh virus that had been taken
vaccine as the most promising of a from patients, researchers reported at
small field of candidates.
a recent conference sponsored by the
"The most serious consequence of National Institutes of Health.
this delay is thatmillions of HIV—posi—
"It certainly does make me anx—
tive people worldwide will have to ious about going forward with large—
wait yet even longer before they learn scale efficacy trials," Dr. Anthony
whether the promise that gp160 has «Fauci told Science magazine. Fauci
shown in earlier tests will be con— is head of the National Institute of
firmed in the final Phase III trials," Allergy and Infectious Disease.
said Franklin Volvovitz, president of
Science, the journal of the Ameri—
MicroGeneSys.
can Association for the Advancement
MicroGeneSys has been waiting to of Science, said in a report that three
start the next round of clinical trials, new studies have shown that candi—
known as Phase III, on its vaccine. date vaccine injected into healthy vol—
The drug has shown promise in re— unteers did cause production of
cent foreign tests, the company said. neutralizing antibodies that were effec—
Opponents of the funding ex— tive against laboratory strains of HIV.
pressed relief that the agencies had
Butthese same antibodies were
been given more time to decide ineffective in lab tests against "pri—
whether to go ahead with the trial.
mary field isolates," or fresh strains
Mervyn Silverman, a physician of AIDS virus that had been taken
who serves as president of the Ameri— recently from the blood of actual pa—
can Foundation for AIDS Research, tients. This test is considered to be a
said the new approach makes sense. more realistic challenge of the vac— .
His group had opposed testing a single cine because the general population
vaccine.
has strains of the virus that may dif—
“Hopefully, this money can be fer slightly from those used in the
spent in the absolute best posstble laboratory
s
way,"Silverman said. "We are deal—
Officials at NlAlD have called for
ing with such scarce resources that all a meeting next spring to evaluate these
of us want to be sure every dollar Manddecrdewhethertogoforward
spent is well spent."
with vaccine tests in the United States

AIDS Vaccine Trial
MERIDEN, Conn. (AP) — Con—
gress has approved a provision that
could possibly derail federally funded
human trials of an experimental AIDS
vaccine manufactured by a Meriden—
based biotechnology company.
The measure in the defense spend—
ing bill approved Wednesday gives
government scientists more time to
consider whether it is wise to spend
the $20 million solely on testing the
vaccine
manufactured
by
MicroGeneSys Inc.
MicroGeneSys got Congress to
approve the funds in 1992 for the
Army to test its vaccine after failing
to win a commitment from the Na—
tional Institutes of Health, the federal .
agency that funds most government—
sponsored research.
The move drew widespread criti—
cism in the medical research commu—
nity, where there is some skepticism
about the effectiveness of the vaccine
the company calls gp160. Scientists
and AIDS activists charged Congress
with imposing its judgment on the
medical science community.
When the funds were approved in
1992, Congress gave the Department
of Defense, the National Institutes of
Health and the Food and Drug Ad—
ministration six months to decide
whether the money could be put to
better. use for wider—ranging AIDS

"That (lutebemd passed in Apnl
.and planning for the large—scale clini—
cal tests is still under way. But the
amendment included in the defense
bill for the new fiscal year gives the

Check Us Out!!!
Y Happy Hour
A 7 Days A Week
3pm — 7pm

1474 Madison « (901) 278—4313

Grand Opening
Friday & Saturday
November 26 & 27
Drink Specials All Weekend

}

Sunday & Monday

Lt

$1.00 Set-ups Tpm —Close
Thursday
25¢ Draft — Open til Close

Wednesday &

Product For

HiteieiereeeeinenPR

New Staff!

now scheduled for the end of next
year.

Nutritional Food
PWAs Introduced
NORTH CHICAGO, III. (AP) —
Abbott Laboratories‘ Ross Products
Division has introduced a full—nutri—
tion food product specifically de—
signed for people with AIDS or
infected with HIV.
Announcement of the new prod—
uct, trade—named ADVERA, was
made at the 1994 annual meeting of
the American Dietetic Association at
Anaheim, Calif.
Ross Products vice president Art
Hecker said ADVERA had been
shown in clinical tests to provide for
the nutritional needs of people with
HIV or AIDS.
Hecker said one aspect ofAIDS is
progressive weight loss, commonly
known as the wasting syndrome. He
said that in a six—month study con—
ducted in Los Angeles, participants
receiving ADVERA maintained their
body weight better than those receiv—
ing a leading nutritional supplement.
ADVERA should be used under a
physician‘s supervision. It comes in
~ 8—ounce cans in either chocolate or
orange cream flavor.
Abbott Laboratories is headquar—
tered in this northern Chicago suburb.

New Owner!

Friday & Saturda
Beer Bust — $3.00 — 8pm —Mdnlght
BGALA

lfe

Students for Bisexual,
Gay and Lesbian Awareness

MASSAGE

MEETING TIMES:

&

Thursdays — 7:00 PM

DISCOVER

THE JOY OF TOUCH

Memphis State University Center
3rd Floor

GENTLE, RELAXING
FULL BODY MASSAGE
Guaranteed Rejuvenation For

— AWARE AND ACTIVE

The Body and Mind.

AT MEMPHIS STATE
§

761.7977

Ad Space Donated As A Public Service of The Triangle Journal News
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By Appointment

Tom

Pitman

uaatéggglely-rﬁzggles‘:

Divorce

Personal

Injury

CONNECTION

IT‘S FUN! IT‘S FRIENDLY! IT‘S ROMANTIC!
Automobile

1—9200—329—4049

(Yes, Virginia,

Accidents

there‘s a phone
line for womyn too!)
Workers‘
$1.98 PER MINUTE
F (Plus toll if any, must be 18years old or older)
THE CONNECTlON©(206Y2335903)

Compensation

Law

Offices

of

Jason

O.

Young,

Jr.

523—8912

147 Jefferson Ave

Suite

806

Tennessee Does Not Certify Specialists in the Law,
and We Do Not Claim Certification in any Listed Area

Radecic
continuedfrom page 1
turbulent period when Gays are experiencing
both greater public acceptance and a backlash
in the form ofanti—Gay ballot initiatives in some
communities.
Radecic, however, refuses to single out one
issue as paramount for Gays.
"I‘m not going to ... tell you health is more
important than civil rights, or civil rights is more
important than media, or media is more impor—
tant than violence," she said in an interview. "All
of these things have got to happen at the same
time."
Radecic, 33, has spent more than half her
life working for Gay and feminist causes.
At 15, she began doing Lesbian—feminist pro—
gramming at a community radio station in Pitts—
burgh, her hometown. After graduating from the
University of Pittsburgh, Radecic became the
Lesbian rights project director for the National
Organization for Women. Six years ago, she
joined the task force, where she lobbied for civil
rights, AIDS prevention, health care and an end
to anti—Gay violence.
Radecic is steeped in the language of leftist
Gay. politics. Words like "empower" and "gen—
der—neutral" pepper her speech. She‘s careful
to use the all—inclusive "Gay, Lesbian, bisexual
and transgendered people" when discussing her
constituency. Transgendered people include
transvestites, transsexuals and people who are
preparing for sex—change operations.
The tricks of her lobbying trade aren‘t lost
in her new role. Radecic tries to make sure
grassroots lobbyists are well—armed — with
voting records, legislative summaries, names of
co—sponsors, how many committees the bill‘s
been referred to, and what action ifany has been
taken so far.
24

"So a member of Congress can‘t walk out of
that appointment and say, ‘Well, I don‘t know —
what the bill number is,‘ or ‘I‘ve never seen the
bill,‘ or ‘I didn‘t know it was introduced,‘ be—
cause it‘s all there for somebody to hand to
them,"she said.
Asked about her successes on Capitol Hill,
Radecic is quick to take credit for passage of
the Hate Crimes Statistics Act — the law re—
quiring the Justice Department to keep track of —
bias crimes against Blacks, Jews, Gays and other
minorities.
Michael Petrelis, a Gay activist whorecently
formed the group Gay and Lesbian Americans,
says Radecic‘s credentials are unimpressive.
"She has not produced results for our commu—
nity," he said.
Concerning the hate crimes statistics law,
Petrelis said, "I don‘t think it‘s all that pro—ac—
tive or productive for our movement."
But Urvashi Vaid, the task force‘s executive
director until 1992, called Radecic "a woman
of greatintelligence and a lot of experience in
the Gaymovement."
"I think when people look at her background,
they might be tempted to typecast her as a real
inside Washington person," Vaid said. "I think
they‘re going to be surprised about how aware
she is about what‘s happening around the.coun—
try."

Deadline
for January TJN
December 15, 1993 .
Publication Date:
December 24, 1993

Deck(orate) the Walls
ing for a skin calendar, this is not the
one for you.
This calendar Gay
is about
families
and
relationships.
and
Lesbian families, that is. The people
featured hereallshareapeacefulcon—
tentment
about their lives
and share —
someoftheirwarmest
momentswith
thephotographerascouplescuddleon
couchesandfamiliesgatheroutdoors
for
activities and frivolity.
"DaysofMen"isyourskincalen—.

The year Nineteen Hundred and
ninety—three is quickly drawing to a
close. It‘s getting to where you can
almost count the number of days left
on your fingers and toes. It‘sjust about
_ time to rip down those old calendars
and go buy some new ones.
We‘ve had some interesting cal—
endars cross our desk recently that
were sent to us by Geoff Manasse
Photography studio that may be just
the right thing for that soon to be blank
spot on your refrigerator or bedroom
wall. "Days on the March" is an in—
spiring calendar featuring photo—
graphs from the 1993 March on
Washington.
The march drew an estimated 1.5
million people and some of the shots
that try to encompass the entire crowd
are quite literally breath—taking. A sea
of hot sweaty fags and dykes. What
more could you ask for?
Other pictures are included of the
various contingents and events show—
ing what a truly diverse group of
people we are when we come together
in one place at one time.
"Days Together"is a calendar with
a warmth all its own. If you‘re look— >

on

t he

M a r ch

eoeere

By Mike Morgan

dar.GeoffManassehascapturedthese
nudes These
in mostly
set—
tings.
photosnatural
haveoutdoor
been com—
paredtotheworkofphotographerJim
Frenchquirky
but some
of them areOne
down—of
right
in
composition.
thezanierexamples isofafully erect
man standing
on his head next to a
cello
lying on itsside.
These calendars
availableforat
Meristem,
930 Southare Cooper,
$12.00orbycalling
1—800—884—4511
with
credit card orders.
The studio
promises shipping within<24 hours.

X.pea eitons
is the task of this book to shed some

The Li

light on those earlier times.
Places range from ancient Ming
and Qing China to Jazz AgeHarlem,

Reclalmmg History
riods (ancient,
pre—industrial,
19th
century,
early
20th
century
and
dur—
Hiddenfrom History—Reclaiming ing and after World Warif),.Much®=~
the GayandLesbian Past is very fine earlyhistoricaldocumentationis,un— from sexologist Marcus Hirschfieldto
and interesting reading; a volume I fortunately,courtrecordsoffantastic "passing woman" Babe Bean. _
This should be required reading for
discovered on the shelves of the — trialsduringwhichourforbearswere
those
who wish to delve into and seek
MGLCC library. It is a collection of being prosecuted. It does, however,
essaysjointly edited by Martin Baum! shedagreatdeal oflightonwhatcer— pride in the Gay/Lesbian heritage. It
Duberman, Martha Vicinus and tain individuals were like and how opens the doors toward further re—
George Chauncey, Jr. The contents they weretreated in the lightoftheir search, is fascinating reading and does
indeed focus on a great deal of cour—
are taken from a variety of authors own era.
agein
some areas. It can also be bor—
representing both male and female
Its most important point is that,
viewpoints and does a marvelous job before the 1890‘s and the prevalent rowed from your friendly,
of excerpting Gay/Lesbian history useanddefinitionoftheterm"homo— neighborhood Gay and Lesbian Com—
through many eras.
sexual", relationships between per— munity Center Library.
Do not let the term "essay" scare sons ofthe same sex had an entirely
you, it is fascinating and interesting different connotation. We ofthis era
reading.
are defining equal relationships un—
The book is divided into time pe— like those of any previous era and it

persons range from Native American
Lesbians to the "mollies" of 18th cen—
tury England,historical figures range

By Vincent Astor
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Wine with Dinner
Reservations

Ton — Tburs (901) 215—5844
Tri — Oatfoo")6587—3456

—

(901) 278'9788
A sl
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE! ;;

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 words
(including address orphone number) and
a $2.00charge forthe use ofourP.O. Box.
Please specify ifyou want to use our P.O.
Box. Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline forads is the 15th ofeach month.
Sendto TriangleJournalNews, Box 11485
— Memphis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds
must be submitted in writing and must
includeyournameandatelephonenumber
whereyou can be reachedto verifythe ad.
If you would like a copy of the issue
your ad appears in, please send $1.00
to cover
e.
ANNOUNCEMENTS _
._ ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announcements
and classifieds must be re—submitted each
month, in writing, by the 15th ofthe month.
CommunitySpirit—Lesbian and Gay .
Telephone Long Distance. Call worldwide
and save upto 25% offyourbill. 2% ofyour
billisdonatedtothecommunityorganization
of your choice. Switch today, Call 1—800—
546—0621 24 hours/day. It‘sa FamilyThing.
LAMBDA CONNECTIONS: Dateline for
Lesbians.ToreceiveaFREE
voice mailbox and place your personal ad,
call: 1—800—375—3067. To retrieve your
messages or to browse other ads, call: 1—
call
Bro & BREAKFAST
Bed. & Breakfast—A Victorian home
furnished with antiques offers
accommodations to men and women.
Home is located in small Tennessee River
town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet
country dinner with complimentary wine.
Area activities include: boating, walking
trails, antique shops, auctions. Your hosts
are available to assist with planning local
activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs (901)
278—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres of
privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive
resort for men & women. Hot tub. Country
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
Rt4, Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
_
(501) 253—5283.
— The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Located on Eureka Springs Historic
District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated for

comfort but still maintaining itsold world
charm, elegance & romance. Picturesque
tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Gien, #7
Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501)
253—9010.
MassaGE SERVICES
YOU
DESERVE
THE
BEST
California trained professional offers
full bodytherapeutic and sports massage.
1‘/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Personalized gift certificates available.
Craig 10 AM — 10 PM (901) 278—9768.
PERSONALS _ :
Alliance LL is preparing for our annual
Christmas Bash! Be on the lookout for
further details. You won‘t want to miss this
one! Remember , itisOKto play rough,just
always
play safe.
Attractive GWM, 28, 56", 130#, blond,
graduate student, likes: computers,
Age, physical fitness, cute dudes. Write
Jim, Rt. 1, Box 18, Gassville, AR 72635.
GWM, 31, 63", 220#, discreet, masculine,
non—smoker. Enjoys movies, interesting
conversation and quiet evenings at home.
Seeks GWM for friendship/possible
relationship. Write: PO Box 1044, Cordova,
TN 38088.
GWM, 40 attractive, 6‘, 185#, seeks GWM
only, 25—45 for long—term monogamous
relationship. Progressive MBA& MMA. No
fats, drugs, oe peacocks. Serious inquiries
only. Please respond to Boxholder with
letter and phototo: 1422Lamar Ave #607,
Memphis, TN 38104 or leave message at
(901) 274—8810. Fun—loving, sincere, very
musically talented.
Leland D.—It is incredibly difficult to slam
someoneon. memories alone..Howmany
times can one reuse the same old tired
materials? Ask RonaT. or Bubbayousay?
Speaking of tired old material, how‘s your
love life and your record collection? Ever
thoughtof starting a "Clearthe Dance floor
with Top 40" service? Love and Happy
Holidays, Steve.
Robo. Come on over, I‘ll break outtheflour
and we‘ll look for the wet spot. Signed.
Mule.
C
Single GWM, 33, 59", 150—in—shape
pounds. Not unattractive. Variety of |
interests include: outdoors, music, quiet

evenings by the fireplace, good food, and
good company. There must be someone
compatible outthere! I live in Memphis and
use country home address for
‘correspondencecfthisnature. Pleasewrite
to J.B., Route 3, Box 280 C, Linden, TN
37096. No fats, fems, or druggies, please.
Goaheadandwrite, youmay be surprised.
RoomMATE
Home to share. 3 bedrooms, 1 ‘/, bath, living
room, dining room, den. Near the Mail of
Memphis off of Perkins, on bus route, Cable
767—6097._______
furnished.
owner.
Roomfor rent. 2 Bedroom home,5 Perkins &
+240area,$350/monthforrent, utilities, phone
& cable. Pool, fenced yard. Must have
references. Mike 682—6858.
Roommate—GWM,40,seekssametoshare
1 bedroom apartment, mid—town hi—
rise. All amenities included. $295/month. No
smokersordrugsaliowed. Leavemnessageor
ask for Michael at (901) 274—8810.

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
12 Issues for $15
mailed First Class, discreetly, so you
don‘t have to wait for the news.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE _____ ZIP

PHONE
Mail to
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

Mentphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
241 N. Cleveland St. « Memphis, TN 38104—|—
f
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm Traditions (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00 pm Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Meetings at

You were chosen by God
to be who you are —
gay, lesbian or
heterosexual.
The expression of
your sexualityis a gift from
God in making and
building of relationships.
INTEGRITY is a family
of Gays, Lesbians and
their friends within the
Episcopal Church.
INTEGRITY is a place to
find community and
support.
INTEGRITY offers
opportunities for growth,
prayer, friendship and
understanding. ——

INTEGRITY meets every
third Tuesday of the
month at Calvary
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
For more information, call
Doug Deaver at 726—4698
\ or Joe Pfeiffer at 272—1207 }
26

Into The Light
(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Sunday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thurs.)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, but participa—
tion by other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.)
5
Al—Anon (Co—dependency meeting)
Call For Information
~ Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
Call For Information
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed
for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings
with a special outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community.
Business meetings are on the last Wednesday of the month at
6:30 pm.
K

Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News)

The Gay MemphisResources Directory
is printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
a 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar
a 744—7494.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
a 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
# 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd
# 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
# 373—5670.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem: Feminist
e » 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.

CARPET CARE é CLEANING SERVICES
ing
: ® 7264211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 278—2835.
©
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr.service,freeestimates
# 327—6165.
_
White Glove Services: Home or Office
~ # 388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
ACT UP Memphis: 5:30
on Ann
a 725—5483.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center a 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club « 4372 Kerwin
Dr., Memphis 38128.
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
a 452—5894.
Brothers&Sisters Bowling League: 1929
Evelyn Ave. #272—3875
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church.‘3956
Blue—Spruce, Lakeland 38002
a 387—1567.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization « Box 40389,
Memphis 38174—0389 # 278—AIDS or
@ 272—0855.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
Information # 725—4898.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of
America Memphis Clfapter:
Information: John Prowett, 1517 Court —
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402 # 726—
5790 , leave message for John..
Gays On Cleveland Street (GOCS): Social
Group » c/o The Hut, 102 N. Cleveland
# 725—9872.
Gay Teen Support Group: Tuesdays 7—
8:30, Gerry Wright # 388—6110
Into The Liight (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Lambda Center « 276—7379
Lambda Men‘s Chorus:
Episcopal
Church, «Mailing address: 2058 Young
Ave, Memphis 38104 # 276—4045.
Loving Arms (Support Partners for HIV+
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730
Mature Gays: Information: John Prowett,
1517CourtAve., Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—
2402 # 726—5790, leave
.
Memphis
& Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC): 1486 Madison,
Mailing Address: Box 41074, Memphts
38174 # 726—5790.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box 41074,
a 728—GAYS or 458—6023.

MSU State University Students for
Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian Awareness
(BGALA): BGALA c/o Office of Greek
Affairs Box 100, MSU 38152.,
a 371—9978 for Info.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
Memphis 38111—0042, r 278—0961.
Minority Prison Project (MPP):
Information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
#4, Memphis, TN 38104—2402
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Memphis 38174—1822.
National Organization forWomen (NOW):
Box 40982, Memphis 38174—0982
# 276—0282.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Alcoholics):
is Lambda Center
a 276—7379 or
Parents & Friends of Lesbians And Gays
G): Box 172031, Memphis38187—
2031 # 761—1444.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center
% 454—1414..
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Center «# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Western Dance Club » 266 Leonora Dr,
# 683—8916.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Men‘s &
Women‘s leather org. 3293 Renners Cv.
a 372—4426.
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Ave, #4, Memphis 38104—2402
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club + Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
Wings:
Social Club » Box 41784, Memphis
38174—1784.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
surrounding area # (615)360—2837
Flesh Illusions BBS: We have P.0.D.S. &
Nuit Net Avaliable thru requests only.
Also carries Fidonet , 2400—14,4 baud.
= 357—5483
The Personals: Gaycomputerbulletinboard
._» 800 or 1200 baud # 274—6713.
Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin
— board and computer.support. "Handles"
accepted. 1200/2400baud. # 726—4073.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personal growth, spiritual
counseling, alternative healing
a 7254898.
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral counseling
a 278—9554.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union,
# 726—1284.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Amold
Rd, Ste 316, 369—6050.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Ps
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150,
# 767—1066.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101,
@ 726—4586 — Sliding fee scale.
Northeast Mental Health Center:
# 382—3880.
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
Group Counseling, @ 761—9178
Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group.
therapy » Fully Alive! # 323—2078 —
Sliding fee scale.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner
a 2742524.
%
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305
a 458—0152.
Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
accounting services ar 726—9082.
FLORISTS
Accent With Flowers: 1505 S. Perkins,
# 683—3007.
Botanica: 944 S. Cooper, # 274—5767,
1—800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
Ave, #2748103.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park.= 761—2980.
Sweet Peas: 111 S. Highland # 324—6873
and 80 Monroe « 525—7775.

GRAPHICS
© Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste 103,
Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
Image lilustration & Design: P. O. Box
161075, Memphis, TN 38186—1075
# (901) 324—5742, Fax (901)323—7524
JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
distinctive nature photography °
Joe Pfeiffer # 272—1207.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485@#454—1411.
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
campaigns, letterhead, etc..«761—2980.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Al
itchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Gays transvestites, & transexuals)
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
347—TEEN
(Thu-Sm Tpm—11 45pm)
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: #728—GAYS
+7:30—11pm.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: «r 276—LIVE.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
,
Suicide&Crisis Intervention: #274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National Hotline:
# (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—Sat.).
LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668
# (601) 562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
David Hooper, Attorney At Law:
1870 Union Ave, # 274—6824.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law:
100 N. Main, Ste 2518, # 526—0809.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law:
~. 100 N. Main, Ste 3310, # 525—0417.
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law:
44 N. Second, Ste 600, # 521—9996.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
1903 Lincoln American Tower, 60 North
Mid—America Mall, Memphls 38103
>
# 684—1332.
aos
MASSAGE SERVICES
5th Dimensions: Therapeutic, Swedish,
sports Massage. In & out call.
# 795—5001.
Bodycare By Jordan:.Deep tissue
massage, therapeutic touch and
preparation for movement. By
appointment only. = 527—2273.
Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports massage
by appointment. @ 377—7701.
Dave Everitt: Full body Swedish massage
Shiatsu, Medical Massage. 2277 Union
#703, @ 722—5522, Pager # 533—9492.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment. # 725—7020
or Beeper 575—1230.
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
by appointment. Please call
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Art Gallery Memphis: = 725—0521
(ByAppointment Only).
Dabbiles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper,
# 725—0521.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall
Veterinarian, 480 Pruitt Rd, Oakland, TN
38060## (901)465—2699. Foremergency
— care call # (901) 533—5084
F.U.N. Parties & Toys For Us:
Gay & Lesbian parties exclusively.
# Rich 327—2225.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
applaince repair # 274—7011.
Decadence Manor: 2027 Madison,
# 272—7451.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7,
_ #2
GmatAnmeutCnmm CruiseTravel
Agency, ShermanPerkins, 52 N. Second,
a 525—5302.
Gypsy‘sVintage Fashionsand Antiques:
2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town Flea
Market) a 725—4751.
Have BarWillTravel: Battendingforpnvate
functions »LisaGray(ThePeabodyHote?)
= 726—5910.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes » «r 682—0855.
John In Charge: Homehold8toﬂiee;
cleaning, errands, a personal valet
a 272—2316.

Kings Interior Painting: # 324—5314.
Lavender Earth: 852 S. Cooper,
a 272—2853
Lederwerx: 2027 Madison.
MT‘s Bakery: Gay and Lesbian Wedding
CakesA
, MaryJaneorTheresa,
2127 Frayser Blvd. ## 358—6689 or
388—2376.
Mid—Town Hair: 1926 Madison, Memphis
38104 #278—2199.
Pass Pets: Hickory Ridge Mail, «366—4428
PetCare Unlimited: Petsittingand/orhouse
sitting by competent, caring couple
# 726—6198.
Quality Electronics: TV/VCR Repair, 1593
Getwell, « 743—6377
Quality Furniture: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell, # 743—7739
Enrica Ramey: Insurance (Midtown)
— 725—6023 & (Bartlett) 377—1075.
Richard‘s Designs: Packaging designs &
marketing # 683—6157.
$ & R Body Shop: Sandy George,
2052 Clifton, #353—4604.
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
taclltty rental *Mtchae
nders
ms Portraits&
©327—3760.
Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave
# 272—STAR.
STUDZ: % 276—4225, for Info..
Tom Webb ins.: Insuring in the Gay and
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar, %
682—2170.
Tiger Paw Windshield Repair &
Replacement: Donna Watson
# 363—4629. 24hr. phone service.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
rooming Salon » 3700 S. Mendenhall,
# 794—3047 or 365—9716.
—
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service: Sandra
& Troy Whittington @ 685—8410.
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
MEDIA
Gay Alternative: Radio program,
Mon. 6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90,
Box 41773, Memphis 38174.
Hera Sees: Bi—monthly newspaper
—~—published—by Hera Sees, —tnc.,
1725—B Madison Ave, # 276—0543.
Query: Weekly newspaper published
by Pyramid Publishing Box 40422,
‘Nashville
TN,
37204—0422
# (615) 327—3273.
Recovery Talk "In the Midnight Hour"
Radio program, Sat. 12:15—1:15am,
KWAM— AM 990. Weekly program
about addictions & recovery.
# (901) 377—7963.
RecoveryTimes: Free
news—paper
focusing ‘on addictions
recovery.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &

f

a

B

f

Muggvme TN » » (901) 377—7963.
published by Printers Ink ‘W
Memphis, 38111—0485 # 454—1411.
NIGHT CLUBS / DINING
Amnesia: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
— ApartmentClub:343Madison#525—9491.
Cafe Samovar: 83 Union, # 529—9607.
Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook # 726—4767.
Club Hide—A—Way:2018Court#274—6602.
Construction Site: 1474 Madison
#2784313
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland # 725—9872.
J—Wags: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Midtown: 2146 Young # 726—9614.
Nikita‘sBar & Grill: 2117 Peabody Ave,
a 272—1700.
Oops: 1349 Autumn # 272—1634.
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon #272—1525.
WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madison
# 278—9321.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Armstrong,
, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave,
525—3044
f
Sowell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper, 1:278-4380
RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
Rejoicii —8l
£41133 in a Catholic

Environment
Smportgroup
for Catholics & their friends» Information:
a 272—1207 Joe.
Holy Trinity Community Church:
Worship Service: Sun. 9& 11am, 7 pm;
Bible study: Wed. 7:00pm; We Care
AIDS Support Ministry: Sat. 10am
2323 Monroe # 726—9443.
.
Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tue.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
7pm, $3; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd,
# 726—4698 (Doug Deaver) or

272—1207 (Joe Pfeiffer).
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
S ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
# 17265521
Davis—Kidd
Booksellers
Inc.:
397 Perkins Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
ManplisgndsttelbyCamtyPubltcljbrary1850
P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave # 274—9794.
Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar
a 7254823
Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave.
#272—STAR
TobaccoComerNewsroom: 669 Mendenhall
Rd S. # 682—3326 & 1803 Union
## 726—1622.
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Spiritual Resources

the

a I.
in

Memphis Area

CalvaryEpiscopal Church — 525—6602

First Congregational Church — 278—6786

—

Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443

Memphis Friends Meeting—323—3196

Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433

Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479

St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104

Unitarian Church

of the River — 526—8631

Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831

/

Getwell Video & Bookmart
1275

Getwell

Road

Memphis, TN
f

—

_

454—7765

Your OUideo

Headquarfefs

2000 In Stock to Choose From
H/xmagslan} n—Store Bargain
Private OUideo Oiewing Booths
Previews Angtime —only $4.00

Come Check Ott Our‘ —~Ohirts
é
j
Cox —Bocks
Dare to Wear Undersear
Novelties, Cards, Games,
Magazines, Oideos — Novels —
——— Leather Goods and
RE!
CONOORMS GALO
¢

Our Courteous Clerks, Betty, Gack Mark, Marc, and Bob are

,

willing to help you in your purchasing needs!
Getwells Manager, Dave, will gladly special order merchandise.
Goer)
- “in

Visa and MasterCard Accepted

"Qpere Friends beetandLeove Hoppy"

